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A Message from the Director

THE YEAR 1997 brought many successes to the Baker Institute, but also significant change. Our programs in animal health research continued to grow, fueled by the imagination and hard work of the Institute's scientific staff. Research activity reached an all-time high in both of our major program areas, infectious diseases and immunology, and genetics and development.

In July we hosted the second meeting in our series of Baker Institute scientific conferences. Organized by Institute scientists Drs. Gus Aguirre, Greg Acland, and Kunal Ray, the International Workshop on Canine Genetics brought the world's leading researchers in dog genetics to Cornell for three days of presentations of research results and lively discussion about future directions for investigations of canine genetics. More details about this workshop can be found elsewhere in this report.

In 1997 the Institute's new Laboratory of Cell and Molecular Biology gained a third major instrument, a flow cytometer, which is now in use along with the genetic analyzer and phosphor-imager already in place. Acquisition of this important piece of equipment was made possible by a generous grant from the Mrs. Cheever Porter Foundation. Flow cytometry has become an essential technique for analyzing complex mixtures of white blood cells. As an example, immunologists use flow cytometry to determine the CD4:CD8 ratio, a relative measurement of two types of T-lymphocytes used to evaluate the immune systems of AIDS patients.
Institute scientists are employing flow cytometry for a variety of applications, including studies of canine parvovirus infections and immunity in the equine reproductive tract. We are very grateful for the financial support that has allowed us to equip the Baker Institute with this sophisticated but essential scientific instrument.

By far the most important events of the past year were the retirements of the Institute's two most senior scientists—Professors L. E. "Skip" Carmichael and Max Appel, which the Institute marked with a small celebration in September of 1997. Dr. Carmichael, the John M. Olin Professor of Virology, came to the Institute in 1955 to begin postgraduate research under the tutelage of the Institute's founding director, James Andrew Baker. Fresh from his veterinary studies at the University of California at Davis, Dr. Carmichael embarked on an illustrious career in veterinary infectious disease research that has spanned more than four decades. Dr. Appel, who came to the Institute in 1964 to study with Dr. Carmichael, has had an equally successful run. A retrospective of Dr. Carmichael's career appeared in last year's annual report; this year Dr. Appel also takes a look back.

Filling the void created by the retirements of Drs. Appel and Carmichael will not be easy. Fortunately for us, both men remain active in the Institute as emeritus faculty. In the long run, how we adapt to these changes will determine in large measure our future success. The Institute is committed to the continual reinterpretation of its historic focus in infectious disease research in the context of the problems that confront us now, and to those that loom over the horizon in the coming century.

We are also dedicated to the continued strengthening of our primary mission of basic and applied veterinary research. There are few institutions in the world with a tradition and record like ours. A major challenge for the Institute is to redefine our mission in light of the changes that are occurring in society. The initiation of the Institute's new program in genetic medicine is an example of our response to such changes.

A second major challenge for us is to continue to improve and expand our facilities for the growing numbers of researchers who have made the Institute their scientific home. We have begun to address the structural and fiscal constraints to a modest but necessary expansion, and we are confident that we can continue to grow while maintaining the special nature that has characterized this foremost veterinary research institute for almost half a century.

The Baker Institute is blessed with a talented staff and bright and enthusiastic students dedicated to the solution of important problems in veterinary medicine through research. It has always been a privilege for me to work in this most stimulating environment, and I take great pleasure in bringing you this report of our activities of the past year. Good reading!

—Douglas F. Antczak
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Perspectives

AS YOU WILL SEE as you read this report, the Institute is thriving. The research programs are growing, new investigations are continuing to evolve, and the success of those investigations has been impressive. With success, however, there is sometimes a risk of developing a sense of complacency. We have to build on this momentum. Now, as the Institute nears its fiftieth anniversary in the year 2000, is the time when we have to work tirelessly to increase its visibility, to attract more funding, to recruit new minds, and to ask longtime staff members for new ideas.

Any scientific institute’s success is based on a special mix of the stability that experienced members offer and the energy and innovation usually associated with younger scientists. These devoted people are the basis of the success of the Baker Institute. It is the Institute’s job to identify and resolve emerging threats to animal health. We who support the Institute must do our share to help them secure the funding and the facilities that these efforts require.

Just as the continued vitality of the Institute depends on renewal among faculty and staff, it depends on renewal among its supporters. We look to our new friends to contribute to the success of the Institute in the same manner as in earlier generations. In addition, we look forward to the continued help of our old friends. Without their support, the Institute would never have achieved the prominence it has today, among both the scientific and the animal-owning communities.

— Henry J. Travis, D.V.M.
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We departed from tradition this year to confer the North and Founders’ Awards on two of our own faculty members, Max Appel and Leland “Skip” Carmichael. In considering the purpose of these awards—to recognize service to dogs and to veterinary medicine—we concluded that no one fit the criteria better than these two veterans of the infectious disease wars. Dr. Appel, whose retrospective appears later in this report, retired and was granted emeritus status in October, 33 years after coming to the Institute as the first graduate student of then-assistant professor Leland Carmichael. Dr. Carmichael, who had come to the Institute as Dr. Baker’s graduate student, made the transition to emeritus status at year’s end. His look back at his 41 years at the Institute was featured in last year’s annual report.

Between them, Dr. Carmichael and Dr. Appel have made major advances against most of the viral and bacterial diseases known to pose a significant health threat to dogs. Those diseases include infectious hepatitis, herpesvirus, brucellosis, kennel cough, coronavirus, minute virus of canines, Lyme disease, canine distemper—which has also cropped up repeatedly in wildlife species—and the infamous parvovirus, whose catastrophic spread they halted with remarkable dispatch.

In recognition of these and other contributions to the safety and health of the canine pet population, we honored them: Dr. Appel with the Arthur F. North Canine Service Award, and Dr. Carmichael with the Founders’ Award. The award presentations were made during a weekend-long “symposium,” which was conducted in the convivial sense Plato intended, following the September meeting of the Advisory Council. More than 200 friends, colleagues, and former students gathered in Ithaca to reminisce and toast these two men whose accomplishments account for much of the Institute’s renown.

THE ARTHUR F. NORTH, JR. CANINE SERVICE AWARD

Arthur F. North, D.V.M. ’35, was a skilled and innovative practitioner and an enthusiastic friend of the Baker Institute. The North Award recognizes those whose contributions to canine health and well-being reflect his spirit of concern for all dogs.

THE FOUNDERS’ AWARD

The Founders’ Award was established in celebration of the Institute’s 40th anniversary in 1990. This recognition is given annually to a veterinarian whose contributions to the Institute and to his or her profession exemplify our founders’ commitment to the advancement of veterinary medicine.

AWARD RECIPIENTS
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<tr>
<td>1997</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Infectious Diseases and Immunology

Since its founding in 1950 as the Veterinary Virus Research Institute, the Baker Institute has maintained outstanding programs in basic and applied research on infectious diseases of animals. In particular, the Institute has led the world in developing practical means to prevent and control infectious diseases of dogs. Our commitment to this important area remains firm.

Over the past 20 years we have witnessed the amazing ability of infectious agents to adapt to new hosts and environments, and to elude and evade host immune responses and chemotherapy through genetic mutation. Such changes in pathogenesis have decreased the usefulness of the traditional antibiotics and vaccines that have long been successful in controlling many infectious diseases. The continuing threats to animal and human health from infectious agents will require new strategies and approaches to this age-old problem.

Fortunately, new knowledge of cell and molecular biology has created tremendous opportunities for advances in the continuing battle against micro-organisms. Baker Institute scientists have added these tools to their traditional armamentarium of skills in virology, bacteriology, parasitology, and immunology. The following reports describe the Institute’s current projects aimed at improving methods for the control of infectious diseases. The studies range from the very practical—for the problems of today—to the theoretical, so that we may have the understanding to solve the new problems that surely lie just beyond the horizon.
As in humans, the hallmark of Lyme disease in dogs is recurrent acute arthritis in joints such as the shoulder, elbow, and knee. The clinical signs of lameness develop months after infection with the bacterial agent, *Borrelia burgdorferi*. The onset of the arthritis is sudden, and the number of leukocytes in the synovial fluid in the joints rises dramatically during these episodes.

Over the last few years we have focused on the role of the chemokine interleukin (IL)-8 in the acute phase of Lyme arthritis in dogs. We have now expressed the IL-8 protein *in vitro*, produced polyclonal antibodies against this chemokine, and characterized its up-regulation prior to the onset of clinical signs. We have shown that this up-regulation, or increase in production of IL-8 messenger RNA, coincides with the migration of polymorphonuclear neutrophils, a subset of leukocytes that can account for 95 percent of the cells found in Lyme-arthritic joints. However, the cause of the up- and subsequent down-regulation of IL-8 is still unknown, and our present goal is to define the sequence of events that leads to tissue inflammation and its resolution. To this end we are also focusing on two other potentially important factors, IL-1α and IL-10.

IL-1α is a potent stimulus for IL-8 production and is one of the cytokines known to initiate and regulate inflammation. Using reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction, postdoctoral associate Alix Straubinger found that IL-1α messenger RNA (mRNA) was up-regulated in inflamed tissues of dogs with Lyme arthritis. Dr. Straubinger also cloned and determined the DNA sequence of canine IL-1α as well as the complete coding sequence of feline IL-1α.

The other factor we are investigating, IL-10, is known for its inflammation-inhibiting properties. We are studying its effect by co-culturing recombinant human IL-10 (rhIL-10) and *B. burgdorferi* with canine synovial tissue from uninfected dogs. In a series of experiments, we added rhIL-10 to the culture system at varying time points. We found that the production of proinflammatory cytokines was inhibited when rhIL-10 was added to the culture system. Inhibition was greatest when rhIL-10 was added before or simultaneous to exposure to *B. burgdorferi*. Even when added later, however, rhIL-10 reduced the expression of all proinflammatory cytokines.

These results might help us to understand why the acute arthritis in dogs and humans is transient and self-limiting during the early stage of Lyme disease. It had been thought that the polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs) accumulated in the joint to eliminate or at least reduce the number of bacteria in the tissue. However, we found that the enzymes and molecules released by PMNs are not specifically directed against *B. burgdorferi*. Furthermore, these substances damage the surrounding synovial tissue. Therefore it is possible that host-derived immunoregulatory factors such as IL-10 are released into the system to minimize further tissue damage. In future experiments we will test to see whether this cytokine is involved in the pathogenesis of acute Lyme arthritis.

We continue to study the efficacy of antibiotic regimens against Lyme disease; we treated dogs orally with doxycycline or azithromycin or intravenously with ceftriaxone, a synthetic, third-generation penicillin. We also studied the effect of oral corticosteroid treatment on previously infected dogs. None of the antibiotic-treated dogs that received corticosteroids showed clinical signs of Lyme disease. However, corticosteroid treatment in untreated dogs reactivated acute arthritis quickly, an indication that subclinical Lyme disease might cause complications if treated improperly or if the disease remains undiagnosed.

Our laboratory also underwent an important transition in personnel in 1997. As noted elsewhere in this report, Dr. Appel retired in October and was awarded emeritus status. In contrast, I finished my Ph.D. earlier in the year and have stayed on as a research faculty member. Our titles have changed, but our efforts to understand the workings of canine Lyme disease continue.

—Reinhard K. Straubinger
Twenty years after it suddenly appeared as a new pathogen of dogs, spreading worldwide in six months, canine parvovirus (CPV) still causes significant clinical disease in dogs. We are interested in the relationship between this emergent virus and the long-recognized feline panleukopenia virus (FPV). Our studies are aimed at defining where CPV came from and how it gained the new properties that allowed it to become a successful canine pathogen.

Our previous studies have focused on examining the differences between the canine and feline parvoviruses to determine which of those differences controls the ability of the virus to infect dogs or cats, or their cells in culture. The results clearly showed that the host range differences between those viruses are determined by sequence differences in the virus coat protein gene and that the specific changes were on the surface of the viral coat, or capsid.

We have now turned our attention to the cells of the host animals—dogs and cats—and the differences between them that determine their susceptibility to the canine and feline viruses. The problem is a complex one that concerns a critical step in the interaction between the virus and its host cell, and how that interaction has been altered by the mutations that have occurred in the canine virus. All animal viruses replicate inside cells; to do so they have to find a way to pass from the outside of the cell to its interior. Once there, they also have to deliver their infectious materials, including the viral genome, into the correct cellular compartment for replication. It appears that the infection of canine cells by FPV is blocked at an early stage, after the virus binds to the surface of the cell but before the DNA is delivered into the nucleus, where it can replicate. In contrast, CPV passes through the same step in uptake and successfully infects the cell.

Little detail is known about the pathway that the viruses use to infect the cell successfully, and so in some initial studies we are defining aspects of the pathway that CPV uses to enter the cell. John Parker is examining the process of early entry and uptake using mutants of molecules called dynamin, rab5, and rab7, which control the formation and trafficking of membrane vesicles during uptake. These studies will also involve using various microscopic methods to show where the virus particles go in the cell during the process of infection.

Cat and dog cells differ in the genetic properties that determine their susceptibility to the different viruses. Dai Wang has analyzed hybrid feline-mouse cells containing defined numbers of feline chromosomes to show that the susceptibility to FPV is a property of feline chromosome C2. Now he is using a variety of approaches to clone individual feline genes that control virus susceptibility.

In other studies Wen Yuan and Wendy Weichert have been examining the structures and functions of the CPV capsid for changes that occur during the process of infection. In those studies Ms. Weichert has been examining the role of proteolytic cleavage of the capsid protein in cell infection, while Mr. Yuan has been examining how the individual proteins assemble within the cell and package the viral DNA.

These studies will lead us to a complete understanding of the replication processes of these parvoviruses that cause significant and severe disease in dogs and cats. They should allow us to devise better strategies for disease control and to understand at a basic level how canine parvovirus was able to emerge as a new virus in dogs.

—Colin R. Parrish
Our work during this decade has focused on the role of immunoglobulin E (IgE) in rejection of the parasitic nematode *Trichinella spiralis* from the intestine. IgE is known to be the principal cause of allergic reactions to antigens such as pollens or danders, and its involvement with mast cells during this process has been well studied. In contrast, little is known of IgE's presumed benefit. While IgE production has been known to be powerfully stimulated by intestinal nematode infections, demonstrating that IgE was important in protecting the host proved an elusive task. Not only have the underlying processes leading to the expulsion of larval and adult worms from the intestine been historically difficult to unravel, but recent evidence has shown that the parasite effectively changes its coating of antigens—which are the targets of antibody, including IgE—as it molts from the larval to the adult form. This and other evidence has been construed to indicate that distinct protective mechanisms operate for larval and adult worms, necessitating separate analysis of each.

We had earlier shown that IgE was important in the expulsion of larval *T. spiralis* from the gut of rats. In her Ph.D. thesis research, Deborah Negrao-Correa showed further that specific IgE could effectively block the entry of the antigenically distinct adult *T. spiralis* into cells stimulated with interleukin (IL-) 4. This work has suggested entirely new processes by which IgE can function in the body against adult worms. Unfortunately, the isolation of IgE directly from the gut lumen proved technically difficult and yielded only very small amounts of usable IgE.

To continue this work, we decided to attempt to produce a protective monoclonal IgE with specificity for adult worms. We knew this would be a difficult undertaking since very few monoclonal IgE's have ever been produced, despite considerable interest in this molecule.

Monoclonal antibodies are produced by fusing a single antibody-producing B-lymphocyte with a tumor cell capable of indefinite growth. To date, we have conducted four fusions of immune B-cells and rat myeloma cells, producing more than 30 hybrids secreting IgE with anti-adult worm specificity. Two of these monoclonal antibodies appeared to be protective in our assay. However, the IgE-producing hybridomas were not able to sustain IgE production despite attempts to use IL-4 and other growth-enhancing cytokines that were known to be effective for IgE-secreting B-cells. This unusual behavior implies some previously unrecognized regulatory control on the continued synthesis and secretion of IgE antibody. Such checks may exist to help keep IgE at its normal low levels in the blood.

During the course of these fusions we also screened for other hybrid cells producing antibody that could react with adult and larval *T. spiralis* antigens. We produced several IgG's, which await further analysis, and several IgA's. Unlike the IgE hybrids, the IgA hybrids prospered and we were able to produce substantial quantities of IgA for experimental use. We have tested this IgA for its activity in preventing larval worm penetration of the gut epithelium and found consistent, albeit not strong, levels of protection in rats. Since this IgA is in the dimeric molecular form, which is efficiently transported into the intestine, we believe that it is routinely processed and delivered to the lumen by the polymeric Ig receptor expressed on epithelial cells of the intestine and liver. These data thus add IgA to the growing list of immunoglobulins that can protect against nematode invasion. We now believe that one of the main functions of the T-cell activation process that follows worm infection is to provide the local intraintestinal conditions that facilitate the transfer of IgE, IgA, or IgG into the lumen. Once present, it appears that antibody of most, and perhaps any, isotype can be protective by preventing epithelial invasion by *T. spiralis*. Work on IgE has by no means finished and we are trying several new approaches to produce the monoclonal antibodies we need. However, the model system itself has proved extremely versatile in helping to unravel fundamental protective mechanisms that operate in the gut against nematode parasites. Our attention now will focus on precisely how these different antibody molecules achieve their effects on larval and adult worms.

—Robin G. Bell
Nematodes are cylindrical worms with a primitive nervous system that they use to recognize their environment. Many nematodes are parasitic, including *Trichinella spiralis*, the species we have studied for many years in this laboratory. Our research has focused on the processes that the worm employs to invade its mammalian host, and the means by which antibodies can interfere with those processes, causing the parasite to be expelled from the host.

During the past year, postdoctoral associate Catherine McVay has shown that antibodies work in more than one way to expel worms. Dr. McVay inoculated larvae onto layers of cultured epithelial cells and then studied their invasion of those cells in the presence or absence of antibodies. She found that, in order to be protective, antibodies must bind to both the glycoprotein molecules on the surface of the worm and the related glycoproteins that are released from the mouths of the larvae. All of these molecules share a binding site for protective antibodies, and we think that one of the ways that the antibodies work is by cross-linking the molecules that are released from the mouth to the surface molecules.

Cross-linking of the parasite surface to the products released by the worm appears to be important to two mechanisms we observed in other experiments. Those studies showed that antibodies could completely block the worm from invading the cells. The antibodies appeared to accomplish this by covering the sensory receptors around the mouths of the worms with large caps of antibody complexes. This seems to confuse the larvae, preventing them from recognizing the epithelial layer as a desirable location. Under slightly different circumstances, the antibodies encumbered the larvae that were already in the cell layer, preventing them from moving through the cells as they normally do.

Barbara Butcher, who joined our research group this year, has begun to study the ways in which parasite molecules interact with host cells. Her experiments show that some cells are resistant to physical invasion by the worm. However, resistant cells accept the glycoproteins released from the worms that are refused entry. The parasite molecules distribute within the cells in different ways. An unexpected finding was that some of the molecules enter the nucleus, something most proteins do not readily do, while others are retained in the cytoplasm of the cell. We do not yet know what the glycoproteins do inside the cell. Dr. Butcher aims to compare the distribution of parasite molecules in resistant versus susceptible cells in order to gain a better understanding of the basis for susceptibility to invasion by the worm.

We have also investigated the signals that trigger the worm to invade epithelial cells. Jessica Geyer, a veterinary student from North Carolina State University, conducted these experiments when she joined our laboratory as a summer research fellow. Using electron microscopy, Lucy Gagliardo and I studied the precise location of the larvae when they invade cultured epithelial cells. Despite the very large body of the worm, which is one millimeter long and 30 microns wide in the midsection, and the relatively small size of the cell—10 to 20 microns in diameter—the worm occupies the cytoplasm of the cell, or rather, a series of many cells. These accommodating cells appear to survive for only a short time following the departure of the worm, but we expect that the relationship between the worm and the cell is crucial to the development and growth of the parasite. The results of our investigations continue to impress upon us the devious and successful adaptations made by parasitic nematodes. Disrupting these interactions is in the best interest of the susceptible host and is the outcome of the successful immune responses that we study.

— Judith A. Appleton
Breeds for speed, strength, courage, and beauty for thousands of years, horses occupy a special niche among the domestic animals by virtue of their changing relationship with humans. No longer valued only for their utility, horses are now prized also as companions in sport and leisure. In the realm of science, bones of prehistoric horses make up one of the key sections in the fossil record of evolution. Thus, interest in the genetic history of the horse encompasses not only its domestication several thousand years ago, but extends back in time for millions of years.

**HORSE GENOME PROJECT**

Today there is intense interest in mapping the genes of many species, including the horse and its close relatives. Progress in equine gene mapping has been particularly rapid in recent years. In late 1995 an international collaborative effort of horse geneticists from 23 laboratories in 12 countries across the globe was begun. The Horse Genome Project was launched with a five-year commitment from the Dorothy Russell Havemeyer Foundation for support of yearly workshop meetings that are critical to the success of this cooperative undertaking.

During the past three years important information has become available about three different types of gene maps for the horse. A physical gene map contains details about the location of particular genes on individual horse chromosomes. Horses have 32 chromosomes, a relatively large number compared to many mammalian species. Only a handful of genes have been ascribed to each of these chromosomes, and this is a very small fraction of the 50,000 genes estimated to make up the genome of a mammalian species. However, the genes already identified have helped to begin construction of a second type of map, a comparative gene map. This type of map is very useful when comparing well studied species, such as the human, with less well-studied species, like the horse. Data from the comparative map indicate that the linear arrangement of genes on horse and human chromosomes is very similar. This is very good news for those interested in horse genetics, because it means that much of the information from the human physical gene map can be applied to the horse, saving much effort for the horse geneticists.

The third type of gene map is the linkage map. Linkage maps contain information on variability, or polymorphism, of genes. A linkage map consists of a collection of marker genes that are highly variable and also spaced rather evenly throughout the genome. Testing of families or individuals for these marker genes can be used to link these markers with traits of interest, such as disease susceptibility or performance ability. Linkage maps take advantage of the genetic variation in a species.

With the help of research support specialist Tatja Hopman, who joined our laboratory this year, we have been involved with the construction of a linkage map of the horse. Over the past two years we have identified 145 new markers, called microsatellites, which we are now characterizing for their polymorphism. Some of these genes have already been assigned places on the physical gene map, and they look promising as important markers of variability in horses.

Information from the physical, comparative, and linkage maps of the horse is being integrated to form a comprehensive gene map of this species. In the future this map should help horse breeders make informed breeding decisions that will improve the health and performance of their breeds.

**REPRODUCTIVE IMMUNOLOGY OF THE MARE**

How does a mother's immune system tolerate the presence of a growing fetus? Why, in most cases, does it not recognize and reject it, as it would a kidney or heart graft from the father of her developing child? The immunological paradox of "nature's transplant," as mammalian
pregnancy has often been called, was first recognized in 1954 by Nobel Laureate Peter Medawar. Questions surrounding this paradox have occupied the minds of many scientists since that time, including those in our laboratory.

Many of the reproductive immunology studies of our laboratory over the past 20 years have centered around the chorionic girdle, a fascinating component of the horse placenta discovered in 1897 by E. Cossar Ewart of Edinburgh University. In 1997 the members of my laboratory had the opportunity to participate in a scientific conference convened in Edinburgh by the Havemeyer Foundation to celebrate the centennial of Professor Ewart's discovery.

Postdoctoral associate Sarah Temaner described her studies of gene regulation in the chorionic girdle. Dr. Temaner's work is leading to a better understanding of how the placenta controls the expression of fetal antigens that can induce graft rejection. By suppressing the expression of these antigens, the developing horse embryo can avoid detection, and therefore rejection, by the immune system of the mother.

Maria Viveiros, another postdoctoral associate in our laboratory, discussed her studies of cytokines, the small messenger molecules made and secreted by cells for signaling and communication. Placental cells, including those of the chorionic girdle, secrete cytokines that can influence the type of immune responses an individual can make. Dr. Viveiros's work has shown that chorionic girdle cells produce at least two important cytokines of the immune system. Our work to determine the role of these cytokines in the maintenance of equine pregnancy is continuing.

Jessica Baker, a second-year graduate student, presented her studies of maternal immune reactivity during pregnancy. Ms. Baker has discovered that the character of immune responses made by pregnant mares differs from those made when they are not pregnant. She has tested cultured white blood cells, or leukocytes, for their capacity to recognize and destroy leukocytes from a different individual. Such assays mimic certain aspects of transplantation reactions. Ms. Baker has found that the ability of the mare's leukocytes to destroy foreign cells from the mating stallion is decreased in pregnancy. Further research will be needed to determine whether cytokines produced by the conceptus cause these changes in leukocyte reactivity.

Mammalian pregnancy involves the reproductive system of the mother, the rapidly developing fetus, and the placenta that surrounds the fetus in the uterus. Knowledge of reproductive and developmental biology, immunology, and genetics are required in the study of this most complex, and most essential, aspect of life. The research team of the Equine Genetics Center is well poised to make important advances in this fascinating area of biology and veterinary medicine.

— Douglas F. Antczak
A Retrospective

It is a strange feeling to sit down to write my final report after 33 memorable years at what began as the Veterinary Virus Research Institute. What an exciting time it was! It began before Vietnam, before "flower power" and Birkenstocks. Those 33 years culminated last September at the retirement "symposium" that Doug Antczak and his outstanding staff organized for Skip Carmichael and me. I shall never forget it! I also wish to extend my sincere gratitude to my wife, Barbara, and my children, to Mary Beth Matychak, my trusted helper for 24 years, to all my graduate students, ending with Reinhard Straubinger, who recently took over my lab, to my colleagues, and to Skip Carmichael and the late James Baker, who took me aboard in 1964 and whose support and collaboration over the years were remarkable. Since then I have experienced the growth of the Baker Institute both in buildings and, more importantly, in its staff and internationally renowned faculty with its ever expanding research endeavors. It is the outstanding environment and camaraderie of the Baker Institute that made the difference and created a fertile ground in which to do good work.

For me, it all started in the spring of 1964 when Skip Carmichael came to Brockville, Ontario for a veterinary conference. I was an employee at the Animal Disease Research Institute in Ottawa, where I had gone to begin a research career after spending four years in large and small animal practice in Germany. I quickly discovered that I needed more than a veterinary degree for research. Andy Greig, a virologist at the ADRI, put me in touch with his former graduate advisor, Dr. Baker. Andy had first
worked under Dr. Baker during World War II, when then-Captain Baker headed up a classified rinderpest research project for the U.S. and Canadian governments on Grosse Isle, an island in the St. Lawrence River. Dr. Baker sent Skip Carmichael to Canada to look me over, and, thanks in part to the good Canadian beer, I became Skip's first graduate student that fall.

The project and the financing for my Ph.D. program came from a typical James Baker arrangement. Dr. Baker had met a wealthy Fifth Avenue physician, Oswald Jones, who had a theory that persistent virus in patients who had become infected with measles as adults increased their risk of developing pulmonary emphysema. Since canine distemper virus (CDV) is closely related to measles virus, Dr. Baker suggested a study in dogs to confirm the observation. Dr. Jones provided the funds and I went to work. The hypothesis did not materialize, but it began my career of research with CDV, which brought ever new surprises over the years.

I received my Ph.D. degree in virology in the spring of 1967 and accepted Dr. Baker's offer to stay at Cornell as an assistant professor. It was an endowed professorship, again in the typical fashion of Dr. Baker, who raised the funds for each faculty position at the Institute. My colleagues at that time, Skip Carmichael and Ben Sheffy, had similar positions. Jim Gillespie, who earlier held a post at the Institute, had just left to create the Feline Health Center in the Microbiology Department of the College of Veterinary Medicine.

The early years of the Institute were an exciting time for virology. Dr. Baker created specific-pathogen-free colonies of cattle, swine, and dogs for the study of infectious diseases, and by the 1960s it seemed as though a new virus was isolated every month if not weekly. Very little was known about canine viruses, but this changed fast. Dr. Carmichael had just isolated a canine herpesvirus that caused up to 100 percent neonatal mortality in affected litters. Dr. Binn at the Walter Reed Army Institute reported on the isolation of canine adenovirus, canine parainfluenza virus, and the bacterium *Bordetella bronchiseptica* from dogs with kennel cough. Dr. Ditchfield in Canada had isolated a canine adenovirus from dogs with tracheobronchitis that differed from the canine adenovirus that causes infectious canine hepatitis. I developed a method for isolating virulent CDV from dogs with acute distemper.

Although tissue culture for the isolation of viruses had been introduced earlier in the century by Alexis Carrell, bacterial contamination greatly hampered its use until antibiotics became available in the 1940s. Dr. Baker brought the technique to Cornell from the Rockefeller Institute in 1947 and established a central tissue culture laboratory that attracted visitors from around the world. Initially, all virus isolation, titration, and neutralization were done in small glass tubes or flasks that had to be washed for reuse. One person was responsible for the weekly preparation of hundreds of tubes. It took another full-time technician just to perform canine distemper virus neutralization tests in embryonating hen eggs. In the 1970s, 96-well microplates were introduced, greatly simplifying the tissue-culture process. Each well in a microplate took the place of one egg in the former test. Many changes and improvements in techniques were yet to come.

My graduate students performed much of the laboratory work that contributed to our progress. The first was Marilyn Menegus, who later became director of the diagnostic laboratory at the University of Rochester Medical Center. She worked with canine adenovirus type 2 (CAV-2), the virus that Drs. Ditchfield and Binn had isolated from dogs with kennel cough. It turned out that CAV-2 causes a predominantly local infection in the lungs, in contrast to CAV-1, which causes a generalized infection and fatal hepatitis. However, CAV-2 proved to protect dogs against infection with both viruses. This observation resulted in a change in the composition of dog vaccines from CAV-1 to CAV-2, a project that we completed together with Skip Carmichael. Skip had demonstrated that "blue eye" and persistent kidney infections were undesirable responses to the old CAV-1 vaccine. They were eliminated by the introduction of CAV-2 vaccines.
In the years to follow we concentrated our efforts on kennel cough, which was widespread at that time and virtually uncontrolled. David Bemis, now a professor of microbiology at the University of Tennessee, was involved in the study. It turned out that *Bordetella bronchiseptica* was the main culprit, enhanced by viral infections of canine parainfluenza virus and sometimes CAV-2. The *B. bronchiseptica* organisms attach to the cilia in the trachea and the bronchial tree, a remote site for systemic immune responses and blood-borne antibiotics to reach. Because mucosal immunity is essential for protection against these agents, the intranasal vaccine developed during the next decade proved to be superior to parenteral vaccines. I sometimes wonder why intranasal whooping cough vaccines for children are not developed. Whooping cough is caused by *B. pertussis* and the pathogenesis is similar.

When I came to the Institute, immunology as a separate discipline did not exist. Little was known about the function of lymphocytes other than that they made antibody. That changed dramatically in the 1970s. The advances since then have been mind-boggling.

When Bill Shek came aboard as a graduate student in 1974, little was known about cellular immune responses in viral infections. He developed a method to test the effect of cytotoxic T-cells on CDV-infected cells, an important aspect in the pathogenesis of the disease. Graduate student Shaw Tsai established that the presence of interferon in cerebrospinal fluid was an indicator for persistent CDV infection of the brain. Joe Friedlander, my only graduate student who is now in private veterinary practice, made the interesting observation that CDV remained virulent when it was passaged in B-cell lines but could be largely attenuated by passage in T-cell lines.

For the past 20 years I have been collaborating with Brian Summers, and now, looking back, I don't know what I would have done without him. He came from Australia as my graduate student in 1976 and later became a professor of veterinary pathology at Cornell. Brian joined our lab at the time when Adalbert Koestner and his group in Columbus, Ohio made the observation that different “biotypes” of CDV existed, one that causes acute grey-matter brain disease and another, more subacute, that causes a white-matter disease with demyelination similar to that seen in multiple sclerosis (MS). With our own field isolates we could confirm their observation and Brian established the model for MS, which brought us funding from NIH and from the MS Society. After Brian completed his Ph.D., we continued to collaborate on projects, such as studies comparing the behavior of CDV strains in cultured brain cells. This work was largely performed by Sue Pearce-Kelling, who worked in the lab for many years and recently joined Gus Aguirre’s group.

When Brian joined the lab in 1976, Dr. Baker had passed away and Douglas McGregor was taking over the directorship of the newly named James A. Baker Institute for Animal Health. Dr. Baker had always provided us with funding for our research: “You give me results and I give you the money.” We were spoiled. All of that changed under the new directorship, and, as a Christmas gift, I found an NIH grant application form in my mailbox!

The next problem with canine distemper virus appeared in wildlife. By the 1970s, black-footed ferrets were almost extinct, in part because of exposure to CDV. When a colony was found in the Dakotas, the ferrets were trapped and vaccinated with the modified-live distemper vaccine intended...
for dogs. It killed them all. Another colony was found in the 1980s in Wyoming, but natural infection with CDV had wiped out all but six animals. These were trapped and kept in isolation. Because an inactivated CDV vaccine was not available on the market, we produced one to protect the ferrets. Thanks to breeding efforts, there are now more than one thousand black-footed ferrets distributed in several zoos and returned to the wild, all of them derived from the original six animals.

Vaccination with modified-live CDV caused a similar problem in zoos, where carnivores like the red panda and several other species also succumbed. For the last 20 years Mary Beth Matychak has produced protective vaccine for these animals in our laboratory at the Institute.

In 1988 Ab Osterhaus in Rotterdam and others investigated the outbreak of a virus disease that killed 90 percent of the harbor seals in the North Sea. The virus turned out to be closely related but not identical to CDV.

In the 1990s some javelina (Tayassu tajacu) in Arizona showed signs of a central nervous system disorder that we diagnosed as CDV. Javelina, which are also known as collared peccaries, look like pigs but are unrelated to them. Interestingly, they are also susceptible to rinderpest virus, a morbillivirus closely related to CDV that causes severe disease in cattle.

A few years later we investigated a disease outbreak in lions, tigers, and leopards in the Wildlife Waystation in San Fernando, California, and again found CDV. For hundreds of years canids with distemper were in contact with felids without spreading the disease—why now? We still don't have the answer. The virus in the big cats proved to be identical to a virus isolated from nearby raccoons.

Two years later, a disease outbreak killed one-third of the lions in the Serengeti Reserve in Tanzania. Samples submitted by Steve O'Brien from the NIH and Linda Munson, then at the University of Tennessee, contained CDV. Brian Summers saw it first in stained tissues. We then isolated the virus from lions as well as hyenas and domestic dogs from the area and found classical CDV in all. Ab Osterhaus, who had received all my earlier CDV isolates, reported on small differences between isolates from North American carnivores including large cats and those from Europe and Africa.

In the 1980s the emphasis in virology shifted from the study of viral proteins and their functions to the study of viral nucleic acids. Jeff Mitchell, who is now an assistant professor at the University of Missouri College of Veterinary Medicine, was the first to apply the techniques of molecular biology to our distemper model after he came to my lab as a graduate student in 1983. He produced DNA and RNA probes from the virus for in situ hybridization, an important new step for CDV work at the time. Now, in the 1990s, genetics has taken over with its potential for gene therapies. What does the next decade have in store?

The most exciting time in my career came in the fall of 1978, when we isolated a novel canine parvovirus that caused a fatal hemorrhagic enteritis in dogs, a new worldwide disease epidemic. Hundreds of people called the Baker Institute with reports of sick or dying dogs and asking for our help. The parvovirus epidemic resulted from a mutation in a parvovirus of another species, probably feline panleukopenia, that allowed it to enter the canine population.

Helen Greisen, our electron microscopist, spent countless hours on the instrument searching for the small virus particles. She was a botanist by training, having earned masters and doctoral degrees at Cornell. After Helen retired in 1983 she worked as a volunteer at the
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Cornell Plantations, where an annual memorial lecture was established after her death last year.

A hectic two years followed the discovery of the parvovirus, culminating in the development of vaccines in collaboration with Skip Carmichael. The resulting patents were quite beneficial to Cornell, the Institute, and us. Paul Meunier, a graduate student in my laboratory at that time, studied and published on the pathogenesis of the disease. Institute professor Colin Parrish, who was a graduate student studying under Dr. Carmichael during that time, is now recognized as a world expert on the molecular make-up of canine, feline, and other paroviruses. In 1991 Dr. McGregor initiated the admirable Leadership Training Program for veterinary students. In a ten-week period during the summer, the program offers students with potential for a career in research an opportunity to do “hands on” laboratory work. One of my summer students, Reinhard Straubinger from Munich, later returned to the States with a Mercedes Foundation grant (but not a car) after receiving his veterinary degree in Germany. Earlier this year he completed his Ph.D. in my laboratory and has been directing research there since I retired in September.

When Reinhard came to my laboratory, we had recently established a canine model for Lyme disease, a chronic infection of humans and dogs caused by a spirochete, *Borrelia burgdorferi*, that is transmitted by ticks. The initial studies, including protection by vaccination, were made in collaboration with our colleagues in the Diagnostic Laboratory: Rich Jacobson, Sang Shin, and Yung Fu Chang; entomologists Sandy Allan and Lisa Patrican; and, as always, Brian Summers from the Pathology Department. Other summer students, including Martin Wiedmann and Thomas Vahlenkamp, as well as a visiting veterinarian from Poland, Beata Mizak, were involved in the early Lyme research. They all will remember the sunny days in the woods in Westchester County where we collected *B. burgdorferi*-infected ticks for our studies. Reinhard, in recent years joined by his veterinarian wife, Alix Straubinger, and a postdoctoral fellow from Germany, Luc Härter, concentrated his studies on the pathogenesis of Lyme arthritis and antibiotic treatment. His early results garnered the laboratory a five-year contract from the NIH for Lyme disease research.

Besides research, I always enjoyed teaching and the stimulating contact with students. In the earlier years Skip Carmichael and I taught a course for graduate students in virology, which Colin Parrish later took over. In 1989, when former Dean Poppensiek retired, I took over his course on foreign animal diseases. My experience with these diseases came from the years at the Animal Disease Research Institute in Canada, where I was involved in the preparation of demonstration courses for veterinarians on foreign animal diseases at Grosse Isle, the Canadian equivalent of Plum Island.

Grosse Isle has a fascinating history. It was the quarantine station for European immigrants during the last century, where countless people died from infectious diseases. Later I took a course on Plum Island itself. When the curriculum change in the veterinary college was introduced several years ago, that course was added to the curriculum. With the new curriculum I became a tutor for Block IV, an enjoyable task I hope to continue.

My time at the Institute has been interspersed with much travel around the world. It has been a tremendous learning experience over the years to meet people and to see so many countries. Every profession has an advantage and I always considered this to be the icing on the cake in mine.

It is time now to step aside. It is my hope that my replacement will have a genuine interest in infectious diseases, especially those of the dog, which were the main focus of Skip Carmichael’s and my own work. If not, who else will tackle the next epidemic? After all these years of learning I still identify with Professor Borg, a character in the Ingmar Bergman film “Wild Strawberries,” when his teenage niece concludes, “Uncle, you are an emeritus professor but you don’t know anything!” I will continue to work on that.

—Max J. G. Appel
The evolutionary process has filled the earth with a multitude of distinct species, each with unique characteristics. The striking diversity of nature is a source of continual wonder and delight to those who study it, whether as amateurs or professionals. But within this natural diversity, most individuals of any wild species seem remarkably similar in size, form, and coloration.

Contrast the uniformity of a flock of geese with the enormous variety of sizes, shapes, and coat colors among selectively bred domestic animals such as sheep, cattle, and horses. In the space of a few thousand years—or only a few hundred—selective breeding has wrought great changes in form and behavior. We have tapped the genetic diversity within the domestic species and shaped it with results very similar to the evolutionary process—breeds of dogs, cats, cattle, and horses breed as true as species in the wild. The domestic species thus represent a wonderful experiment in selection, with much to teach us about genetic variation.

Human experimentation has taught us an unfortunate lesson as well—that genetic defects are often carried along when selection for particular traits is intense. In the reports in this section we describe the Institute's efforts to understand the molecular basis of variation and to identify ways to prevent the defects that lie hidden within the genetic codes that determine the make-up of our livestock species and our animal companions.
A collaboration between this laboratory and two members of the Department of Clinical Sciences has yielded promising new insights about the diagnosis and pathogenesis of hip dysplasia and osteoarthritis in dogs. Technician Alma Williams and I have been working for two years with surgical resident James Farese and assistant professor Rory Todhunter to devise a radiographic method to assess the degree of functional instability present in the hip joint of a dog that is standing or walking. The procedure we have devised, the dorsolateral subluxation (DLS) test, attempts to determine the extent of functional joint instability by measuring the degree of subluxation, or displacement, of the femoral heads that can be observed when a dog is in a kneeling position.

Dogs are anesthetized or sedated before being examined. They are then placed with their chests in a foam rubber mold and their hindlimbs in a kneeling position. The stifles are flexed back so that the lower legs rest on the mold, with the femurs perpendicular to and in contact with the table. The hips are then X-rayed in this weight-bearing position, as shown in the figure.

The amount of displacement for each hip is scored as the percentage of the femoral head that is covered by the joint socket, or acetabulum, in this position. In a group of Labrador retrievers we tested, the scores ranged from 68 percent down to 30 percent. The higher percentage indicates coverage of a greater portion of the femoral head by the acetabulum and therefore greater joint stability. When we examined dogs at eight months of age, dysplasia-free and dysplastic hip joints clearly fell into two groups. The ten hip joints we classified as disease-free had a mean score of 64 percent, plus or minus three percent, while the eight joints classified as dysplastic had a mean score of 39 percent, plus or minus three percent.

Our preliminary data suggest that the DLS test evaluates internal hip joint conformation as a quality that is distinct from joint laxity as judged by the PennHip® method. To further evaluate the clinical utility of the DLS test, we are examining the relationship between a DLS score given at eight months of age and the eventual status of a dog's hips after maturity.

Dr. Todhunter and Ms. Williams made another interesting observation in studying Labrador retrievers. They noted an association between changes in developmental patterns in the cartilaginous growth region near the femoral heads of newborn pups and the later onset of hip dysplasia. In puppies that were destined to develop normal hip joints, the ossification center that forms bone from cartilage in the femoral heads appeared by day 12 after birth. In puppies that were genetically at risk for hip dysplasia, the ossification centers did not appear until 15 to 25 days after birth. We are currently testing the data for a relationship between the delayed onset of femoral head ossification and a low DLS score at eight months of age. If these data are confirmed, the date of appearance of a femoral head ossification center might provide a new and strikingly early means to predict either normal or dysplastic hip joint development in dogs.

—George Lust

Our goal is to understand the biochemical and mechanical changes that occur in cartilage very early in the development of osteoarthritis. As dog owners and breeders know well, osteoarthritis is the unavoidable consequence of hip dysplasia. In time it destroys the cartilage and involves other soft and bony tissues of the joint.

The repeated application of heavy load stress to normal cartilage, or of normal load stress to unhealthy cartilage, can damage the matrix surrounding the cartilage cells and is thought to be important to the early development of osteoarthritis.
Postdoctoral fellow Chih-tung (Chris) Chen, a bioengineer who has joined our laboratory, is analyzing the early biochemical responses of cultured cartilage samples to matrix damage. Dr. Chen has found that the rate of loading, or compression, is a critical determinant of damage. The impact force that jackhammer operators and boxers, for example, might experience is more destructive than a smoothly arising compression of the same magnitude. Dr. Chen has shown that the collagen fibers, important constituents that contribute to the mechanical strength of the cartilage, are injured at high loading rates. The evidence for this includes an increase in water content as well as the staining of histological sections of the cartilage by a special antibody that detects denatured collagen.

Dr. Chen and John Bertram of the Department of Anatomy are continuing to develop an even more sensitive method to detect subtle and early changes in matrix structure. This method involves a novel testing device, termed the vibratory probe, that measures mechanical properties of cartilage at very high frequencies (20–300 hertz, or cycles per second). Preliminary evidence indicates that measuring mechanical properties over a range of these high frequencies produces spectra that are characteristic of the condition of the cartilage. In other words, we could potentially have a “fingerprint” for cartilage in the early stages of degeneration that cannot be obtained at the lower frequencies to which traditional mechanical testing equipment is limited. If the principles on which this vibratory probe are based can be validated in ongoing studies, there is potential for adaptation to instrumentation for use in minimally invasive arthroscopic procedures.

The radiographic methods described by Dr. Lust in this report, and especially the computerized tomography illustrated in last year’s annual report, allow us to visualize changes that occur over time in joint geometry. One of these changes involves pressing of the rim of the acetabulum into the cartilage adjacent to the fovea, the site on the ball of the hip joint where cartilage lesions are known to initiate. Thus we are able to study cartilage in a presumptive early lesion, prior to the appearance of damage but after the joint has begun to experience abnormal loading patterns.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that the cartilage in these joints has begun to experience the kinds of destructive loading that Dr. Chen is studying in culture. Our findings are very interesting. Water content and swelling suggest that the cartilage at the site of lesion predilection is already weaker in all dogs regardless of risk status. The computed tomography imaging supports initiation of lesions by unaccustomed mechanical factors at this inherently weaker site. Among the earliest biochemical abnormalities at the lesion site are an elevated fibronectin content and a focal loss of proteoglycan near the articular surface.

The protein fibronectin in cartilage has long been an interest of our laboratory, since levels of this protein can increase over 20-fold in severely fibrillated osteoarthritic cartilage. With our colleagues in Jamie MacLeod’s laboratory we recently identified a new isoform of this protein in articular cartilage. Technician Caroline Borden developed a precise means to quantitate expression of this isoform in eight different cartilage tissues of the body including the ear, trachea, disk, rib, and nose as well as in the meniscus and articular cartilage of joints. Finding this isoform in all cartilages looked at, but not in any non-cartilage tissues, confirmed that the (V+C)- fibronectin, as we have named it, is a cartilage-specific protein. Furthermore, Ms. Borden showed that expression of this isoform is lost rapidly when cartilage cells are removed from their cartilaginous matrix, declining from 54 percent to less than five percent after the cells have been cultured for only three days without an intact matrix. These findings support an important role for this fibronectin isoform in cartilage biology and could have implications not only for understanding the pathogenesis of cartilage lesions but also for promoting their healing.

—Nancy Burton-Wurster
There are several different cartilaginous tissues in the body. Rib cartilage, articular cartilage on joint surfaces, and structural cartilage in the ear and nose are all relatively stable throughout life. In contrast, other tissues exist only temporarily in the form of cartilage before changing into bone by a process called endochondral ossification. In fact, most of the bones in our bodies form initially as cartilaginous structures. After birth, these same bones continue to grow in length at specific sites called growth plates, which are also made of cartilage. Even healing fracture sites pass through a cartilaginous stage before mineralizing into new bone.

In biomedical research, a very common experimental strategy is simply to investigate similarities and differences between two related items. There are many examples: normal function compared to a disease process, young compared to old, one species compared to another. Not surprisingly, important clues to new knowledge are often found by studying not only what is different, but also what is the same. We rely on this general comparative strategy for much of our work on cartilage. While all cells that synthesize cartilage are called chondrocytes, there are basic differences between the chondrocytes in stable articular cartilage and those in the transitional growth plate cartilage destined to form bone.

Matthew Stewart, a veterinarian with specialty training in surgery, has been comparing chondrocytes from different cartilaginous tissues since joining our laboratory in 1994 to pursue a Ph.D. degree. The focus of Dr. Stewart's research has been regulation of chondrocyte proliferation. This is a very important basic question relevant to problems in cartilage regeneration, bone growth both before and after birth, and bone fracture healing. He has demonstrated differential expression of critical cell-cycle regulatory genes, the molecular switches that determine whether or not a cell will divide. The data demonstrate that chondrocytes need to arrest cell proliferation in order to fully express a differentiated phenotype. In addition, different types of chondrocytes respond in unique ways to certain systemic and local regulatory signals.

The regulation of chondrocyte proliferation is relevant to problems in cartilage regeneration, bone growth, and fracture healing.

This work on cartilage cell biology complements our other ongoing projects on the biochemical properties and expression patterns of cartilage matrix proteins. Looking to the future, efforts in this laboratory will concentrate on trying to understand the normal dynamic interaction between chondrocytes and the cartilage matrix, how diseases such as osteoarthritis disrupt these relationships, and how therapeutic intervention can be optimized to restore normal function.

We have success to report in another area of our research. The first clinical trial studying safety and efficacy of our recombinant canine erythropoietin preparation has been completed. The data clearly demonstrate the ability of this canine hormone to stimulate red blood cell production in dogs, while avoiding the serious and sometimes life-threatening complication of immunogenicity seen frequently when dogs are treated with human erythropoietin. These results promise new hope for the treatment of nonregenerative anemia in dogs secondary to kidney failure, cancer, and other chronic diseases, and several pharmaceutical corporations have expressed an interest in this work. We are hopeful that recombinant canine erythropoietin will eventually become commercially available to all veterinary practitioners.

—James N. MacLeod
Our laboratory has been interested for several years in a disorder of dogs known as XX sex reversal (XXSR). This reproductive abnormality is inherited as a recessive trait. Carriers are clinically normal and can be male or female. Affected dogs have a normal female chromosome constitution but develop ovotestes or testes. The rest of the reproductive tract then also develops abnormally, and infertility is a common result. Despite the development of testicular tissue, however, it is often difficult to differentiate sex-reversed dogs from normal females, even during a spay operation, so the cause of the infertility can go undetected. The long-term goal of our research is to develop a DNA test that will allow us to clearly identify both carrier and affected dogs, providing a practical method of improving breeding performance in susceptible breeds.

OUTREACH TO BREEDERS AND VETERINARIANS

This year we conducted a mail survey of breeders and veterinarians in the United States. Our initial purpose was to increase breeders’ awareness of XX sex reversal by describing the common findings in affected dogs. The survey has already resulted in publication of several related articles in newsletters for breeders and for veterinarians. We are using the information we have collected to estimate the prevalence of XXSR and its impact on breeding performance in various breeds. We are providing confidential diagnostic assistance to breeders, owners, and their veterinarians. As a result of the survey we have been able to identify affected dogs in breeds in which XXSR was not previously reported. These new breeds are being included in the search to find the gene that causes this disorder.

SABBATICAL LEAVE: MOLECULAR STUDIES IN ENGLAND

For the first nine months of 1997 I was continuing a year-long sabbatical leave in Cambridge and London. While in Cambridge I took a course for genetics researchers, “Linkage Analysis and Molecular Biology Computing,” that was given at the Human Genome Mapping Program Resource Center. Linkage analysis is a method used to identify an unknown gene by comparing DNA of individuals in a family. This method was used in humans to find the genes causing Huntington’s disease and cystic fibrosis. We are using this technique, along with others, to find the gene that causes XX sex reversal in dogs. In Dr. Peter Goodfellow’s laboratory in Cambridge, we began linkage analysis by screening American cocker spaniels in a pedigree containing XXSR-affected members. We also began cloning the canine counterparts of genes that are known to be involved in testis and ovarian differentiation in humans and in mice. Both the linkage analysis and the canine gene cloning are continuing in our laboratory at the Baker Institute.

I spent the second half of my sabbatical leave studying with Dr. Robin Lovell-Badge, head of the Laboratory of Developmental Genetics at the National Institute for Medical Research in London. This laboratory is renowned for discovering genes that control the embryonic development of the reproductive system. Members of this laboratory and their collaborators discovered the mouse Sry and Dax genes that are critical for differentiation of the testis and ovary, respectively. There I learned the specialized molecular techniques needed to analyze embryonic gene expression.

I was made to feel welcome by everyone I met in England, and it was a wonderful scientific and cultural experience. I was fortunate to be in London in August, the only month when Buckingham Palace is opened for tours. The palace is a virtual museum and it was thrilling to see the original portraits of queens and kings that I had only seen in history books. This was a truly memorable way to end my sabbatical in England.

— Vicki N. Meyers-Wallen
Research in this laboratory seeks to determine the biochemical and molecular bases of several inherited disorders found in dogs, cats, and primates. Our goals in studying these diseases are to develop molecular diagnostic techniques to distinguish normal, carrier, and affected individuals and to develop strategies for gene therapy. The diseases we pursue are mucopolysaccharidosis, a potentially fatal disorder caused by a lysosomal enzyme deficiency; macular degeneration, which affects central vision, ultimately causing blindness; and oculo-skeletal dysplasia, which impairs vision and causes skeletal deformity.

Our report this year focuses on oculo-skeletal dysplasia in dogs, a problem we began studying last year. Oculo-skeletal dysplasia is known to occur in several breeds of dogs, most notably Labrador retrievers and Samoyeds. In both of these breeds, affected dogs have skeletal abnormalities, characterized as short-limbed dwarfism, together with ocular defects, including vitreous dysplasia, retinal detachment, and cataracts. The ocular abnormalities cause blindness in most affected dogs. This combination of defects is inherited in both breeds as an autosomal recessive disorder, meaning that affected individuals inherit two copies of the defective gene. Interestingly, carriers of this disease, those with one copy of the defective gene and one normal gene, still exhibit a congenital retinal defect that can be seen with an ophthalmoscope. Vision in these individuals may be normal or impaired.

Although the expression of the disease follows the same type of inheritance pattern in both Labradors and Samoyeds, Institute colleague Gregory Acland found that cross-breeding an affected Samoyed with an affected Labrador did not produce dwarf offspring. This breeding study suggests different causes for the disorder in the two breeds. With the information provided by the pedigrees that Dr. Acland has been developing, we are now looking for the gene defect or defects that cause this disorder in these two breeds.

Canine oculo-skeletal dysplasia resembles Stickler syndrome type 1 in humans. About 65 percent of reported human Stickler syndrome cases are related to a defect in the gene that codes for type II collagen, a major component of both the vitreous body of the eye and of cartilage. Similarities in pathology between Stickler syndrome and the oculo-skeletal dysplasia in Samoyeds and Labrador retrievers have suggested the possibility that the mutation or mutations responsible for the canine disease might be found in the type II collagen gene.

In order to test this theory, however, it was first necessary to clone and characterize canine type II collagen cDNA. Fuliang Du, a graduate student in our laboratory, has finished the cloning work and characterized a genetic marker in the gene. Using this marker we have ruled out the possibility that the type II collagen gene is responsible for the disease of Samoyeds, but it is still a candidate gene for oculo-skeletal dysplasia in the Labrador retriever.

We are continuing our search for a molecular defect in the type II collagen gene in our Labrador retriever pedigree and searching for other possible candidate genes that might be responsible for the dwarfism present in Samoyeds. Success in identifying the molecular defect should shed light on the events taking place in the cells that cause both the visual and skeletal abnormalities to develop.

— Jharna Ray
The past year has been tremendously rewarding for our laboratory in several areas of our studies of canine progressive retinal atrophy (PRA). We are making significant progress in looking for markers linked to rod-cone dysplasia 2, a disease of collies. We have found a sequence variant in affected miniature schnauzers that may in part explain the inheritance of photoreceptor dysplasia. Most importantly in terms of the number of dogs that might benefit, our progress to identify the molecular basis of progressive rod-cone degeneration (prcd) has been truly remarkable.

The most widespread inherited retinal blindness of dogs, prcd develops after maturity in animals that are born with normal vision. The difficulty of identifying carrier or affected dogs before they produce offspring has led to a significant rise in the incidence of the disease.

Two years ago our laboratory undertook a collaborative effort with Elaine Ostrander's group at Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center to make a framework reference map of the dog using microsatellites generated in her laboratory. For mapping, we used many three-generation families, which included 163 F2 offspring. Over half the dogs came from retinal disease pedigrees, primarily prcd, in which affected-to-carrier matings had been performed in very outcrossed and polymorphic individuals.

As a result of this collaboration we have found numerous microsatellite markers and four different genes that are linked to prcd in our test pedigrees as well as in pedigrees we have tested from outside our colony. We have ruled out a causal role with prcd for three of the genes, but the fourth is a potential candidate, and work to test and sequence this gene is currently in progress.

By itself, a microsatellite-based linkage map of the dog is not sufficient to clone a disease gene. To circumvent this limitation, we have assisted Dr. Ostrander's group in establishing a panel of canine-rodent cell hybrids to help determine gene order and synteny between the human, mouse, and dog maps for conserved regions of the genome. As a product of these studies, we have localized the prcd gene locus to canine chromosome 9, which is homologous to most of the q arm of human chromosome 17. Although fine mapping of this region in dogs has not been completed, the conservation of gene order in this interval between dog and man is striking. Our working hypothesis is that prcd is the canine counterpart of a form of human retinitis pigmentosa, RP17, although it may also turn out to be a novel retinal disease caused by a defect in a nearby locus.

The discovery of so many markers and genes that are linked to prcd, and whose order in a small segment of the dog genome is known, will permit us to develop a linkage-based DNA test to determine whether any dog is PRA affected, a carrier, or genetically normal. Because we have identified so many markers that flank the prcd locus, we anticipate that the linkage test we are developing will be completely accurate and can be carried out on individual dogs rather than pedigrees, as linkage testing typically requires.

Our long-term objectives are to identify the gene responsible for prcd and to characterize the defect at the molecular level. Achievement of these objectives will be essential to understanding how the mutant gene causes disease and to developing gene therapy methods and, in the shorter term, an unequivocal, mutation-based DNA test.

Based on the progress made recently, we feel confident that we will have available to owners and breeders a DNA-based linkage test for the prcd form of PRA within the next year, possibly sooner. With reasonable progress and success, we anticipate that the prcd gene and defect will be identified soon after, and a mutation-based test can be developed and made available.

— Gustavo D. Aguirre
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH may involve many long hours of solitary experimentation in the laboratory, but it is by no means a solitary pursuit. For knowledge to advance, it must be shared. The faculty and students of the Baker Institute engage in frequent scientific interaction with their colleagues in the broader scientific community.

They do this first by teaching and by publishing their findings in peer-reviewed journals. They also travel throughout the country and abroad to lecture and confer with their colleagues in other universities, public health laboratories, and industry. A variety of seminar series at the College of Veterinary Medicine and elsewhere within the University ensure that a steady stream of experts from other institutions are brought to Cornell to share their findings with their colleagues here. The number and quality of these exchanges give a true measure of the value of a research program or institution.

In the following pages we summarize some of the more noteworthy activities of our scientific staff and some of the recognition they have received as a result of their research efforts.
Leading scientists from major research centers across the United States and from Australia to Slovenia gathered at Cornell in July 1997 for the second annual Baker Institute scientific conference, “Canine Genetics: The Map, The Genes, The Diseases.” The meeting provided a major opportunity for the international canine genetics community to pool their knowledge about the rapidly developing framework map of the dog genome and the powerful molecular techniques that are making it possible for geneticists to integrate the physical and linkage maps that several groups are constructing.

Three groups, the European DOGMAP consortium, Jasper Rine’s laboratory at the University of California, Berkeley, and Elaine Ostrander’s group at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, announced the development of framework, or low resolution, linkage maps of the dog genome. Dr. Ostrander’s group has collaborated for several years in this effort with members of Gus Aguirre’s laboratory at the Baker Institute. Five months after the meeting, the Ostrander and Aguirre groups published the first framework reference map of the canine genome. The availability of their markers and those that others have mapped will aid in the identification of linked traits, whether desirable or harmful, and allow researchers to focus on the identification of the genes, and the mutations within those genes, that are associated with disease in dogs and humans.

At the meeting, members of Dr. Aguirre’s laboratory announced that the developing canine genetic map had been used to show very tight linkage of markers and genes to specific regions of the canine genome for two forms of progressive retinal atrophy, early retinal degeneration (erd) in the Norwegian elkhound and progressive rod-cone degeneration (prcd) in multiple breeds including the miniature poodle, Labrador retriever, English and American cocker spaniels, and Portuguese water dog. No gene mutation has yet been identified in either disease, but the physical mapping resources developed and reported at this meeting will facilitate progress towards the cloning of these and more retinal diseases of dogs.

The workshop was organized by Institute faculty members Gus Aguirre, Greg Acland, and Kunal Ray with help from program committee members Elaine Ostrander, Jasper Rine, Matthew Binns of the Animal Health Trust in Newmarket, England, and Urs Giger of the University of Pennsylvania. The workshop was co-sponsored by Cornell’s College of Veterinary Medicine, the Eugene V. and Clare E. Thaw Charitable Trust, the American Kennel Club Canine Health Foundation, Amersham Life Sciences, Inc., Dad’s Products Company, Inc., ICOS Corporation, Kal Kan Foods, Inc., the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals, PE Zoogen, the Wellcome Trust, and the Foundation Fighting Blindness.
FACULTY HONORS

Gustavo Aguirre was honored with an “Excellence in Canine Research Award” at the annual meeting of the American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine in May, 1997. The award was presented by the American Veterinary Medical Association Council on Research and sponsored by the American Kennel Club. As part of the awards program, Dr. Aguirre gave an invited lecture, “Inherited Eye Diseases in Dogs and the Coming of Age of Molecular Ophthalmology.”

Institute director and professor Douglas Antczak and Francesca Stewart of the Babraham Institute, Cambridge, England co-organized a scientific meeting convened by the Dorothy Russell Havemeyer Foundation in Edinburgh, Scotland. The conference on trophoblast differentiation marked the centenary of the discovery of the equine chorionic girdle by Prof. E. Cossar Ewart.

Robin Bell was elected in 1997 to a three-year term on the Cornell University Faculty Senate.

The canine program of the International Veterinary Vaccines and Diagnostics Conference held in July at the University of Wisconsin, Madison was dedicated to virology professors Leland Carmichael and Max Appel. This recognition of their distinguished contributions to the field of canine infectious disease research came in anticipation of their retirement later in the year. The conference organizer, University of Wisconsin professor Ronald D. Schultz, was a member of the Baker Institute faculty from 1973 to 1977.

In September Dr. Carmichael received the Outstanding Service Award of the New York State Veterinary Medical Society “in recognition of his outstanding contributions to the advancement and improvement of veterinary medicine in New York State.”

Judith Appleton was the recipient of a prestigious Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching from the State University of New York. Dr. Appleton was the only awardee in 1997 from any of Cornell’s four statutory colleges. The award recognized her contributions to the teaching program in microbiology and immunology in the College of Veterinary Medicine. Dr. Appleton also served as the University’s director of graduate studies in immunology from 1994 through 1997.

Colin Parrish was invited to present an overview of his studies of canine parvovirus host range at a special meeting on Interspecies Transplants at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. Laboratory members Wendy Weichert and Dai Wang presented the results of their studies at the International Parvovirus workshop in Heidelberg, Germany, and John Parker and Wen Yuan presented their work at the American Society for Virology Meeting in Bozeman, Montana.

A self-portrait by Mindy Story

STUDENT HONORS

Jessica Baker was awarded a National Needs Graduate Fellowship, an institutional training grant in animal biotechnology sponsored by the United States Department of Agriculture. Ms. Baker is studying the effects of pregnancy on the maternal immune system in the laboratory of Douglas Antczak.

Also in Dr. Antczak’s laboratory, Havemeyer Foundation Summer Fellow Mindy Story, a veterinary student from Colorado State University, won first prize in the Molecular Biology section of the Veterinary College’s Summer Leadership Training Program competition for her summary presentation of her research.

DEGREES CONFERRED

Reinhard Straubinger, Ph.D.: “The Pathogenesis of Acute Lyme Arthritis in Dogs.” Dr. Straubinger is continuing this work as a research associate at the Baker Institute.

Deborah Negrao-Correa, Ph.D.: “The Intestinal Immunoglobulin E Response to Infection with Trichinella spiralis in Rats.” Dr. Negrao-Correa is now an assistant professor of immunology at the Institute of Biological Sciences of the Federal University of Minas Gerais in Brazil.

Michael Olivier, Ph.D.: “Molecular Genetic Studies on Canine Hip Dysplasia.” After doing post-doctoral research at the Institute, Dr. Olivier will continue his work with complex inherited diseases as a post-doctoral associate in the laboratory of Dr. David R. Cox, Department of Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine. Dr. Olivier will study the inheritance of hypertension in humans.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

WE WISH TO EXPRESS our gratitude to all who contributed to the Baker Institute in 1997. We welcome the interest and assistance of the many people who joined in furthering our efforts for the first time this year. We also want to thank the many others who have shown sustained support for the work we do. Quite a number of our friends have faithfully remembered the Institute for 10, 25, or even 40 or more years. These uncommonly generous individuals understand fully that the well-being of companion animals is essential to our own.

Several of our benefactors are due special mention. We received exceptional support this year from Cully Ray, a first-time contributor, the Mrs. Cheever Porter Foundation, which made a second generous equipment grant this year, and from our "old" friends Jacquie Lindsay, David Behnke and Paul Doherty, the Albert C. Bostwick Foundation, Judy and Fred Wilpon, and Sue and Neil Van Sloun. We are enormously grateful to all of them.

Sports Illustrated might seem an unlikely sponsor of an institute for animal health, but our friends at the magazine made it possible for the Institute to host sky box receptions this year at the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show and the National Horse Show in New York City. Both events were held at Madison Square Garden, where Sports Illustrated just happens to have the best view of center court. We are especially grateful to Bob Kohansky of Sports Illustrated and Hank Travis, the chairman of our Advisory Council, for making this opportunity a reality.
FOUNDERS’ CIRCLE

Founders’ Circle members have given $5,000 or more this year.

Anonymous
David A. Behnke and Paul F. Doherty, Jr.
Albert and Linda Bostwick
Eleanor P. Bostwick
Helena Franklin (in honor of Dr. Henry J. Travis)
Jacqueline W. Lindsay
Estate of Stanley E. Marquis
Carlita Ray
Andrew G. C. Sage II
Estates of Mary and T. J. Sivley
Sylvia and Neil Van Sloun (in memory of Robie)
Mary Clare Ward
Judy and Fred Wilpon
Linda Wroth

INSTITUTE PATRONS

Institute Patrons have given between $1,000 and $4,999 this year.

Animal Eye Care of Michigan: Cynthia A. Wheeler, D.V.M.
Animal Hospital of Pittsford: Richard Fagan, D.V.M.
Anonymous
Debra A. Bender
Bolton Veterinary Hospital: Allan Leventhal, D.V.M.
Andrienne Bradford (in memory of Duffy and in honor of Dr. David Kramer and the staff of Greenwich Animal Hospital)
Toni and Joanne Bristol (for the Bristol Fund in memory of Queechy, in memory of Glory Be, Edlyn, and Sunday)
Clark Animal Care Center: A. Denise Charpentier and Kathleen Wakefield, D.V.M.s
Deer Park Animal Hospital: Richard P. Henry, D.V.M.
Pamela S. Miller (in memory of Millie, Tally, and Niles and in honor of Frasier [Ch. Topnotch Spirit of Beachward])
Miller-Clark Animal Hospital: Robert Clark, John Pinkney, and Ellsworth Thorndike, D.V.M.s
Estate of Catherine Mortenson
Northside Animal Hospital: Clifford Cummings, James Higgins, and Raymond Stock, D.V.M.s
Oneida Animal Hospital: Stephen Abel, Joseph Renaldo, and Robert O’Brien, D.V.M.s
Oradell Animal Hospital: Gary W. Johnson, D.V.M.
Oxford Veterinary Hospital: Reverly L. Munson, D.V.M.
Sundia and Stan Skoron (in loving memory of our Dad, Martin J. Wagner, Jr., and beloved pets Pom Pom, Pixie, Cherie, and Penny and in honor of Dr. Carmen S. Scherzo)
South Deerfield Veterinary Clinic: Robert P. Schmitt, D.V.M.
Stafford Veterinary Hospital: John A. Hauge, D.V.M.

SUSTAINING MEMBERS

Sustaining Members have given between $500 and $999 this year.

Adirondack Animal Hospital: James R. Glendening, D.V.M.
Dorothy M. Allen (in memory of Bartley and Brassie)
American Animal Hospital: Brian T. Voynick, D.V.M.
The Animal Inn: Sandra Paddock
Animal Kind Veterinary Hospital and House Calls for Pets: Mark C. Gibson, D.V.M.
Arrowhead Veterinary Clinic: Leslie B. Dattner, D.V.M.
Baldwin Harbor Animal Hospital: Richard N. Benjamin, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bicknell, III
Krisa Barnum and Greg LaPointe
Berkeley Dog and Cat Hospital: Richard A. Moyer, D.V.M.
Bryan Animal Hospital: Mark P. Helfat, D.V.M.
Cairo Animal Hospital: Steven Cairo, D.V.M.
Cape Ann Veterinary Hospital: Jeffrey J. A. Moyer, D.V.M.
Central Animal Hospital: Michael Woltz, D.V.M.
Clarkson Veterinary Hospital: Janet and Jess Buttery, D.V.M.
Steven J. Cohen, D.V.M.
Community Veterinary Group: Judith Johnessie, D.V.M.
Companion Animal Clinic: Marilyn J. Thompson, D.V.M.
Croton Animal Hospital: Michael G. Henes, D.V.M.
James and Martha Crowley
Margaret Varady (in memory of William H. Varady and of Fritzie)
Veterinary Specialty Hospital of San Diego: Keith Richter, D.V.M.
Walter W. Zent, D.V.M.
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Matawan Animal Hospital: Ylan Kailo Kealoha and Barry Kopp, D.V.M.s
Lauren E. McDermott
Brian and Mary Ann McGunigle
Meadowridge Veterinary Clinic: Eve Brown, D.V.M.
Milford Animal Hospital: Richard Dubensky, D.V.M.
Milford Animal Hospital: David McGee and John O'Neil, D.V.M.s
Moriches Hospital for Animals: Kevin G. Lynch, D.V.M.
North Shore Veterinary Hospital: Richard W. Fredericks, D.V.M.
Norwalk Veterinary Hospital: Donald W. Hartrick, D.V.M.
Otterkill Animal Hospital: James C. Zgoda, D.V.M.
Pleasant Valley Animal Hospital: Peter V. Poggi, Jr., D.V.M.
Walter Poeth
Roy V. H. Pollock, D.V.M.

Ridge Animal Hospital: Thurston Dale, Kenneth Gumaer, and David Monti, D.V.M.s
Rutland Veterinary Clinic: Lisa Geovjian, D.V.M.
Sakonnet Veterinary Hospital: William Condon, Catherine Grossi, and Kenneth Rix, D.V.M.s
Salmon Brook Veterinary Hospital: Peter Miller and Patricia Kuzmickas, D.V.M.s
Sierra Veterinary Clinic: Kresimir Luckars, D.V.M.
Storybook Farm Veterinary Hospital: Ann Marie Lill, D.V.M.
Jo Talbot (in memory of Cindy)
Thorn Avenue Animal Hospital: John S. Clauss, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Tremper (in honor of Nancy Dickenson)
Valley Cottage Animal Hospital: Russell Petro and Regina Schwabe, D.V.M.s
Veterinary Internal Medicine Clinic: William A. Rogers, D.V.M.
Vienna Animal Hospital: James Reid, D.V.M.
Viking Community Animal Hospital: Terry L. Owen, D.V.M.
Village Animal Clinic: Martin DeAngelis, D.V.M.

Vivian and Alvin J. Vogel, D.V.M.
Westside Animal Clinic: Bart Murphy and Anita Trom, D.V.M.s

Broadway Animal Hospital of Riverdale: Scott Luckow, D.V.M.
Brook Farm Veterinary Center: Donald Evan Kanouse, D.V.M.
Deborah L. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Bullitt
Cheeketowaga Veterinary Hospital: Michael D. Keem, D.V.M.
Companion Animal Hospital: Earl and Margaret Mummett, D.V.M.s
James F. Cone, D.V.M.
Juanita A. Copeland (in memory of Fancy)
Florence Cusano (for the Richard A. Cusano Memorial Fund)
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Decher
Dr. and Mrs. George R. Bullitt
Double R Veterinary Center
Allaire du Pont
Eagle Rock Pet Care Veterinary Hospital: Howard Miller, D.V.M.
Eagle Veterinary Clinic
Conseulo Earl
Easthampton Animal Hospital: James G. Hayden, D.V.M.
Edgewood-Joppatowne Veterinary Hospital: Harry Abair, D.V.M.
Ford Veterinary Associates: Walter K. McCarthy, D.V.M.
Fort Hill Animal Hospital: Henry J. Travis, D.V.M.
Freshwater Veterinary Hospital: Dr. and Mrs. Jerold Bell
Evelyn Graham
Joan E. Griffin (in memory of Humphrey)
Rosemarie and Antonio Gross (in memory of Samantha, Apollo, and Gecco)
Joanne C. Healey, D.V.M.
Highland Animal Hospital: Kathryn J. Smith, D.V.M.
John L. Hyde, D.V.M.
Linda E. Jacobson, D.V.M.
Jo-Mar's Pet Coiffures: Misses Pattison and Wood
LaGrange Veterinary Hospital: Marshall H. Breite, D.V.M.
Lansingburgh Veterinary Hospital: Franklin W. Rapp, D.V.M.
George Light (in memory of Chelsea and Buddy)
Manchester Veterinary Clinic: Drs. Atz and Babuska
Manheim Pike Veterinary Hospital

SPONSORS

Sponsors have given between $250 and $499 this year.

Akron Animal Clinic: Drs. Boelter and Brown-Herold
Animal Care Clinic: Merrill K. Johnson, D.V.M.
Animal Hospital of Perry Hall: Peter E. Ebertz, D.V.M.
Aqueduct Animal Hospital: Franklin W. Rapp, D.V.M.
James and Ann Arens
Arlington Dog & Cat Hospital: Carmen S. Scherzo, D.V.M.
Arlington South Veterinary Hospital: Angela Clover-Milligan, D.V.M.
Batavia Animal Hospital: Raymond S. Pray, D.V.M.
Stephen and Elizabeth Beaudin (in memory of Sadie and Tasha)
Boulevard Animal Hospital: Gerald A. Bezner, D.V.M. (in memory of Tiffany and Terry)
Briar Patch Veterinary Hospital: Carolyn McMaster, D.V.M.
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Marsh Hospital for Animals: Mark Milwicki, D.V.M.
Judith G. Mendelsund (in honor of Dr. Robert Mavian)
Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Milkey
Millersport Small Animal Clinic:
Michael Horan, D.V.M.
Joan F. Mizer
Newport Veterinary Hospital:
Durward W. Starr, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Niemann
North Shore Animal Hospital:
Alan Ferber, D.V.M.
Oakdale Veterinary Hospital
Elizabeth W. Oberdorfer
Oceanside Animal Hospital: Allan J. Ahearne, D.V.M.
Linda Oldham (in memory of Lady Jasmine of Nyleve, Jazzy, and Beau)
Ononoque Animal Hospital:
Sheldon Z. Yessenow, D.V.M.
Park Ridge Animal Hospital:
Donna M. Manderino, D.V.M.
Port Washington Animal Hospital:
Arthur J. Kronfeld, D.V.M.
Richard and Emma Raible (in memory of Brodie)
Clark and Mary Sue Robson
Rye-Harrison Veterinary Hospital:
Gary Yarnell, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Santoli (in memory of Gidget, Maggie, and Dexter)
Saugerties Animal Hospital:
Howard W. Rothstein, D.V.M.
Charles and Margaret Schreiber
Sleepy Hollow Animal Hospital:
Brian J. Green, D.V.M.
Smithaven Veterinary Hospital:
Clifford N. Conarck, D.V.M. (in memory of Ann Domiano)
Cathie Sockett
Somerset Animal Hospital
South Towne Veterinary Hospital
Suffield Veterinary Hospital
Thornwood Veterinary Hospital:
Raymond J. Schuerger, D.V.M.
Lynn Tolin (in memory of Ch. Charikit Frambosa Rosy)
Anne Lynn Torda (in memory of Nimue, Cavall, and Tristan)
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Verso
Gloria Wall
West Parc Veterinary Clinic:
Harold Zweighaft, D.V.M.
Westfield Animal Clinic: Wayne Fowles, D.V.M.
Joan C. Willson (in memory of Ch. Tenderin O'Toole)
Wright's Corners Animal Care Center

BENEFICTORS

Benefactors have given between $100 and $249 this year.
Alamo Animal Hospital: Steven Tischler, D.V.M.
Joseph and Joyce Alderisio (in memory of Peter)
Mr. and Mrs. David R. Allen (in memory of Dr. Carmichael)
Almost Home Kennels: Marilyn Feinzig
Leo M. Alves and Patricia Grove (in memory of Gandal and Pippin)
Susan K. Amsler (in memory of Mr. Shu and China Silk)
Amsterdam Animal Hospital: John A. Contino, D.V.M.
Animal Care Center: Nancy D. Kay, D.V.M.
Animal General: Steve C. Feldman, D.V.M.
Animal Health Center: Roger T. Larsen, D.V.M.
Animal Hospital of Kent: Mark L. Feldman, D.V.M.
Animal Hospital of Niskayuna: Ronald A. Scharf, D.V.M.
Animal Medical Center of Appleton: Clarke M. Poad, D.V.M.
Animal Medical Hospital / Trylon Vet Care: Douglas and Stephen Wyler, D.V.M.s
Animal Medical of New City:
Howard Gittelman, D.V.M.
Karen Arends
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Arienti (in memory of Boogie)
Arlington Veterinary Clinic: Joyce Pedersen, D.V.M.
Leslie S. Arner
Laurie S. Atcheson (in memory of Abe)
Avon Veterinary Clinic: Frederick C. Feibel, D.V.M.
Nick and Rita Badami
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Banta (in memory of Tug Boat)
Bath Veterinary Clinic: Paula Dupuy and Laura Lyndes, D.V.M.s
Bath Veterinary Clinic: Margaret L. Thorp, D.V.M.
John and Anne Belle (in memory of Ben and Rosie)
Bellerose Animal Hospital:
Andrew and Leo Karmin, D.V.M.s
Joanne M. Bicknese, D.V.M.
Mickie Bixby (in memory of Buckless Fairbanks)
Mark and Deborah Blackman
Col. Melvin Russell Blair (in memory of Holly)
Betty Blank (in memory of Erica)
Enid Bloome
Blue Cross Small Animal Clinic: William James Brown, D.V.M.
Bond Animal Hospital: Douglas Aspros and Geoffrey McKenzie, D.V.M.s
Bridgeoton Animal Clinic: Pierre and Kay Tung, D.V.M.s
Brockport Animal Hospital: Allen Edwards, D.V.M.
Brockton Animal Hospital: Drs. Hirschberg and Goldberg
Anthony and Sylvia Broderick
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Virginia Brown and Marjorie Mann (in memory of Serlock and Candy)
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce A. Bucklinger
Mr. and Mrs. David Burke (in memory of Bobby)
Burlington Veterinary Care Center
Burrrstone Animal Hospital
C.M. Bridgde LTD: A. Pauly
Cointemplation Veterinary Center of New Paltz: Richard N. Solomons, D.V.M.
Campus Veterinary Clinic: Charles J. Berger, D.V.M.
Dr. and Mrs. Richard S. Cantor (in memory of Sissy)
Carlson Veterinary Clinic: David J. Carlson, D.V.M.
William Q. Carman (in memory of Wren)
Cathy Cates and Charles White
Cathedral Dog and Cat Hospital:
Henry M. Fierman, D.V.M.
Central Veterinary Hospital:
Michael B. Hardaker, D.V.M.
Central Virginia Veterinary
Associates: Samuel Baum, D.V.M.
Darlene G. Chauvin
Robert and Joanne Chilton
Simon and Ann Choromanski (in memory of Tiffany)
Dana Cipolletta
Dr. and Mrs. Ward Clarke (in memory of Mandyl
Clover Hill Animal Hospital: Ann Ascher, D.V.M. (in memory of Care Bear)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Clune
Pamela L. Coffeen
Marylou M. Collins
Colonial Animal Hospital: H. Eugene Schraw, D.V.M.
Jacquelyn P. Constantine and Arvid N. Qvigstad (in memory of Allike and Gigi)
Copps Hill Animal Hospital: Donna Cobelli, D.V.M.
Paul J. Cortesi, D.V.M.
Corwin Animal Hospital: Paul J. Corwin, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Costa (in memory of Sissy)
County Animal Hospital: Albert M. Beck, D.V.M.
Jane M. Cunningham
Dansville Animal Hospital: Philip O. Deitsch, D.V.M.
Richard M. Davidson (in honor of the staff of Miller-Clark Animal Hospital)
Denise Dean
Henry J. Deutsch, D.V.M.
Anthony and Melissa DiChario (in memory of Sandy)
Dr. and Mrs. Sam H. Dorfman
Nancy-Carroll Draper
East Side Animal Hospital: Keith Manning, D.V.M.
Easton Veterinary Clinic: Mitchell H. Greenberg, D.V.M.
Endwell Animal Hospital: David J. Howard, D.V.M.
Brian and Sandra Enser (in memory of Corey and Pepper)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Erlanger (in memory of Hippi and Rosy)
Katherine N. Esslinger and David M. Glen
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Feidler, III
James C. Fennimore (in memory of Nappy, Teddy, and Maggie)
Mitchell Field (in memory of Bosco)
Ronald and Billie Finn (in memory of Cassie)
Flower Valley Veterinary Clinic:
James Burns and Jane Fishman, D.V.M.s
Barbara Flynn (in memory of Allike and Gigi)
William and Alison Freehling (in memory of Butterscotch Puddin, Gusto, and Prima Donna)
Sallie S. Fried
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Frothingham, III (in memory of Lucky, Winkie, Tammy Too, Strider, Stygian, Merlyn, and Tristram)
Mary J. Gaetano (in memory of LuLu)
Henry and Rita Galaska
Gallatin Veterinary Hospital:
Greg S. Lovgren, D.V.M.
Gracelane Kennels: Robert D. Gatti Jean M. Geissler
Nancy Giacumbo (in memory of Triscuit and Winter and in honor of Dr. Charles Schrwick)
Margaret S. Gilliland (in memory of Lanta and Winter)
Shelia Goldie
Good Samaritan Animal Hospital:
Eugene N. Knispel, D.V.M.
Wilfred and Arlene Gordon (in memory of Joseph Longo)
Jeffry and Susan Grabel (in memory of Sydney and Jake)
Hanne Grastorf (in memory of Missy)
Rollie Grayson
Lillian Greensides
Lewis A. Grelo
Lou A. Guthrie (in memory of Ursa and Penny)
David W. Haddock (in memory of Kee-a-ra, Kodi, and Red)
Olga Hagarty (in memory of Midge and Winston)
Dr. and Mrs. Richard L. Hall
Hammocks Veterinary Hospital:
Drs. Sheldon and Dodds
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Harks
William R. R. Hay
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond S. Hayes
Marlene Ann Heacock
William H. Herbold, D.V.M.
Vicki R. Herrmann (in memory of Lottie Yates and of Frazier, and in honor of Dr. Carmichael and of Travis)
Laine W. Hills
Emily J. Holden
Margaret M. Holzberger (in memory of Michael Passaic and in honor of Dr. James Ansley and the staff of Community Animal Hospital)
Homer and Tully Animal Clinics:
William P. Cadwallader, D.V.M.
Helen Honkamp (in memory of Penny)
Elaine M. Hopson
James A. House, D.V.M.
Linda Howard and Family (in memory of Cookie and Foxy)
Maryann K. Howarth
Mary R. Hudson
Josephine B. Humphrey (in memory of Barry)
Hylan Animal Hospital: Bruce R. Sheirg, D.V.M.
Madeleine E. Ingles (in memory of J.C.)
Colville and Ann Jackson
Ronald S. Jacobs
Mimi Johnson (in memory of Melvin M. Dichter)
Mr. and Mrs. Mark W. Joiner
Lee Ann Jones
Mary and Brad Jorrey (in memory of Hawkeye)
Stephen and Genevieve Kandel
John D. Karlsson (in memory of Melvin M. Dichter)
Dana F. Kellerman
Mr. and Mrs. Al Kidd (in memory of Fiddich)
Kenneth L. Kiehle, D.V.M.
Gerald and Jane King (in honor of Dr. Ann C. Harris and Heather Estey of Boulevard Animal Hospital)
Camilla T. Knapp (in memory of Peabody)
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Knochenhauer (in memory of Mr. Mike Stanford)
Poughkeepsie High School English Department (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Saul Korduner (in memory of Jason)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Koskey
Joseph M. Kowalski (in memory of Sandy)
The T.A. Larkowski Family
Laurel Park Animal Hospital
Laurelton Animal Hospital: Dr. and Mrs. Frank R. Powell
Margaret and J. C. Lawton (in memory of Charmaine, Sailor, and Jaimie)
Lexington Animal Hospital: Sheryl H. Carls, D.V.M.
Jane A. Light
Pamela and Joseph Linnemann (in memory of Katie)
Judith L. Litt
Littleluf Kennel Italian Greyhounds: Mr. and Mrs. Norman Holmes
Denise M. Lombardi and Roland C. Ausborn (in memory of Sundance)
Mr. and Mrs. Sean M. Maguire
Jacqueline A. Mahler (in memory of Brianna)
Alma C. Maler
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FRIENDS

A & A Veterinary Hospital
A House Call Service: George M. Korin, D.V.M.
Laurie A. Abramson
Barbara J. Acosta (in memory of Belle Star)
Letty Larson Afong
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Ageloff
Rose Agostinelli (in memory of Edna Parks)
Phyllis and Martin Ainspan (in memory of Pappy)
Ramona K. Atken (in memory of Katherine P. Sanders)
Kenneth W. Ake (in memory of Harry)
Bernadine J. Akkerman (in memory of Lilly)
Meena Alagappan (in memory of Keena)
Angelo and Kelly Alberici
Lucy Alcuri (in memory of Louis Alcuri and his pets)
Susan J. Aldrich
All Pets Medical Center
Judith E. Allan (in memory of Gracie)
William and Ruth Allan (in memory of Gracie)
Sylvia and Dayton Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Altomonte (in memory of E. T.)
Alton Road Animal Hospital: Hal Nass, D.V.M.
Steven and Diane Amato (in memory of Toby)
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Amico
Ruth R. Anastasia (in memory of Czar and Sasha and in honor of the staff of Suffield Veterinary Hospital)
Maureen Andersen (in memory of Georgia)
Norman and Betty Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Anderson
Patricia and Joseph Andreana
Animal General
Animal Health Clinic of Eagle
Animal Hospitable Veterinary Clinic: Teresa Labuszewski, D.V.M.
Animal Medical Clinic: Patrick L. Paradis, D.V.M.
Joseph and Amelia Annunziata
Robert V. Archibald (in memory of Edna Parks)
Ardda Animal Hospital: James P. Kutrybala, D.V.M.
Robert and Donna Arledge
Kristine E. Arnold (in memory of Cassie and Lewis)
Sandra M. Arnold
Delores and Michael Arpino
Aspetuck Animal Hospital: Ferris G. Gorra, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Avena
Avenue Veterinary Associates
Charlene and Cosmo Azzoline
Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Babbitt
Frances Baird (in memory of Dottie Breyer and Robert Della Torre and of Poggie)
Becky Baker
John and Ann Baker
Baldwin Animal Hospital and Bird Clinic: Neal J. Saslow, D.V.M.
Baltimore Animal Hospital:
Michael Kaplan, D.V.M.
Donald Barba, Jr.
Robert and Marion Barbero
Donald and Nan Barcan (in memory of Ch. Deblin Back Talk and Rowlf)
Shelley Barclay (in honor of Lisa Iacucci’s 30th birthday)
Mr. and Mrs. Gary T. Barna
Bernard A. Barnes (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Eugene Barnett (in memory of South Gate Good Golly, Ch. South Gate Tommy Tune, and Donalbain Hot Gossip)
O. Kay Barnum
Frank and Ruth Baron
Lori M. Barry (in memory of Chase)
Salina and Ronald Bartemy
Robert and Babette Barter (in memory of Chloe and Yepper)
Dennis G. Bates (in memory of Snow Prince)
Gayle L. Batterson (in memory of Missy-Pooch)
William and Christine Battey (in memory of Bastian)
Sharon A. Battistelli
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Baum (in memory of Blackie)
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn S. Bayard
George and Roxanne Beacon
Judith M. Beauharnois (in memory of Pretzel)
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon M. Beauty (in memory of Aris)
Herbert and Helen Becher (in memory of Daisy)
Dr. and Mrs. Albert M. Beck
Gloria J. Beckner (in memory of Bridgette and Meg)
David and Jean Beebe
Anita K. Beeber (in memory of Jones)
Beekman Pet Emporium: Dale Levinson
Robert and Antoinette Beisel
H. Kent and Sue Belanger
Freddie A. Bell (in memory of Sandy, Truman, and "T")
James K. Bell and Kathryn A. O’Rourke
Bender Animal Hospital: Martin Wolf, D.V.M.
Galen K. Benjamin (in memory of Rebel)
Mr. and Mrs. Wayland Bennett (in memory of CoCo)
Howard and Margery Benno
Milton Bentz and Family (in memory of Max)
Bergen Animal Hospital: James Michael Shorter, D.V.M. (in memory of Binky)
Karen Berggren
Jo Bergholtz (in memory of Coco)
Andrea Bergman, D.V.M.
Sara and Conrad Berke
Dr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Berman
Edward and Alison Bermant (in memory of Pasta)
Claus and Leslie Betholdt
Bethel Veterinary Clinic: Andrea Fochios and Diane Opperman, D.V.M.s
Bruce and Karen Bevan (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Bilmar Veterinary Services: Marguerite B. Gulick, D.V.M.
Clifford and Helen Bischoff (in memory of Leona Jones)
Carol A. Bissonette (in memory of Mae)
Robert and Jeryl Bizzoco (in memory of Sabrina)
Carol A. Black
Rita L. Blacker, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Black (in memory of Shadow and Theo)
Col. and Mrs. Richard Blair (in memory of Jock II and all our beloved pets)
Blair Animal Hospital: John W. Wells, Jr., D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Blumenthal (in memory of Winston)
Mary Elizabeth Boettger (in memory of Florence A. Smith)
Brian and Patricia Bogart
Janine Bohne
Michael D. Bois
Claire M. Boissoneau (in memory of Daisy)
Barbara A. Bolger and Don Barley (in memory of Woody)
Dolores and Gerald Bona (in memory of Tinka)
Mary M. Bonaventura (in memory of Baron)
Wayne and Jean Bonde (in memory of John Holston and Jodi)
Col. and Mrs. J. B. Bonham (in memory of Smudge)
Howard and Beverly Boris
Gerald and Georgianne Bosh (in memory of Sparky)
Barbara Boss-Wixon (in memory of Axel)
Barbara Boucher
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. Bower
Clara Bowman
Robert and Patricia Boxler (in memory of Majesty)
Douglas and Dorothy Bramhall
Richard and Paula Brand (in memory of Bentley and Samantha)
Lt. Col. Robert and Nancy Sue Brannock
Emily Hodge Brasfield (in memory of Bart)
Judith A. Bratt (in memory of Bordeaux)
Patricia M. Breen (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Richard D. Brennan
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin W. Bright (in memory of Bright and Squire)
Christine Brinnier
Carole Bronson (in memory of Baron and Makita)
Daniel and Kimberly Brown (in memory of Zeke)
LeeAnn Brown (in memory of Barney)
Phyllis R. Brown (in memory of Florence A. Smith)
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Brown (in memory of Rio and Cassidy)
Scott Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Terrence D. Brown (in memory of Arriet)
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril J. Braund
Theresa Brunelle (in memory of Duffy)
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Brunks
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Bubert
Raymond E. Buck
Kathy Bumiller
Stephanie and Amy Burgess (in memory of Ramsey)
Linda Burke
Lora L. Burnett (in memory of Toto)
Edward M. Burnham
Joan S. Burns
John and Tina Burrows (in memory of Jethro)
Frances Butterworth
Daniel and Rena Button (in honor of Dr. Robert Lynk)
Michael and Carole Cahill
Clark and Sally Cain
Regina and Ralph Cairone
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Calantropio (in memory of Suzi)
Richard F. Calipari
Maureen A. Callahan
Carol B. Camelo
Lois E. Cameron
Camillus Animal Clinic: David C. Bevel, D.V.M.
Camp Road Small Animal Clinic
Armand and Priscilla Campono (in memory of Belle)
Canine Castle: Patricia A. Klech
Carol M. Canora
Lucille Capone (in memory of Baby)
Debra Caponnetto
Robert and Cynthia Caporale (in memory of Louie)
Sabina M. Cappellano (in memory of Florence Smith)
Clement and Adele Capuano
Joseph F. Capuzzo
Sandra Capwell
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cardillo
Marie S. Carlson (in memory of Dr. Thurman Vaughn)
Marion and Anthony Carmignani
Carnegie Hill Veterinarians: Alexander Jon Miller, D.V.M.
Jane L. Carr (in memory of Theodore Roosevelt Thomas and Ginger)
Corlis F. Carroll (in memory of Irene Tierney Paur)
Col. and Mrs. Frank Cardillo
Marie S. Carlson (in memory of Dr. Thurman Vaughn)
Marion and Anthony Carmignani
Carnegie Hill Veterinarians: Alexander Jon Miller, D.V.M.
Jane L. Carr (in memory of Theodore Roosevelt Thomas and Ginger)
Corlis F. Carroll (in memory of Irene Tierney Paur)
Ina G. Carroll (in memory of Florence A. Smith)
Philip and Joan Carter
Vincent and Jennifer Cassaro (in memory of Cookie and Foxy)
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Santo and Barbara Cataudella (in memory of Hershey)
Ann E. Caterson
Hugh and Elizabeth Cauthers (in memory of Pepper)
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Cavo, Jr. (in memory of Pasquale)
Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Cawley, Jr.
Jean D. Cellini (in memory of Shogun)
Robert L. Cerciello (in memory of Nicolas)
Patricia A. Cernik
Christopher P. Cestaro (in memory of Dumpy)
Dorothy S. Chabot
Edna M. Chase
Chebaco Kennels: Judy Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cherkinsky
John Chicko
Elise N. Cholet (in memory of Bounce and R.A.)
Howard and Barbara Chow
Edward F. Christensen, D.V.M.
Kevin and Ann Christian
Holger and Barbara Christiansen (in memory of Charlie and in honor of Dr. Corbelli)
Toni Marie Ciarfella (in memory of Bogie)
David S. Giberto (in memory of Rocky)
Joan Cicibus and Thomas Wescott (in memory of Mac)
Marie L. Cirrelli (in memory of Tasha)
Deanna L. Clark (in memory of Tanzy)
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald W. Clark (in memory of Mitzi)
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory S. Clark
Joseph and Barbara Claude
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Cleland (in memory of Kiwi)
Mark and Nancy Clemens
Victor and Anita Clemente (in memory of Duffy)
Frederic and Elizabeth Cliffe
William and Ruth Clift
Robert P. Clohosey (in memory of Onyx)
Nat Clymer (in memory of Bingo)
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Coe (in memory of William J. Kofkee and Yago)
Max and Elizabeth Cohen
Andrew and Christine Cohn
Cole and Elliott Veterinary Hospital: James Cole, D.V.M.
Michael and Margaret Cole (in memory of Froto)
Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Colley
Jay and Maureen Collins (in memory of Butch, Sam, and Beau)
Colonial Boarding Kennels: Paula M. Fraczek
Diane Coloton
Companion Animal Hospital: David L. Ouart, D.V.M.
Concord Veterinary Center: Craig R. Wiede, D.V.M.
Mary Elizabeth Connolly
Raymond and Patricia Conroy
Lisa Conway
Mary Lee Cooke
Joe and Pamela Cook (in memory of Bobby)
Kathy and George Cook (in memory of Buck)
Perry and Nancy Cooper
The Corbett Family
Jeff and Jan Corbishley (in memory of Norman and Dolly)
Claudia Hawkins and Ruth Costin
Ed and Pamela Cothey
Donna M. Covannon
Ned Covault
Gloria M. Cox
Mary L. Cox (in memory of Brandy)
Coy Animal Hospital: Franklin A. Coy, D.V.M.
Steven and Patricia Craig (in memory of Reg and Charlie)
Crawford Dog and Cat Hospital: J. Anthony Crawford, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Crawford (in memory of Carob and McKeever)
The Staff of Crestwood Children's Center (in memory of Sidney G. Corson)
Wallace and Janet Crockatt
Sydney and Phoebe Croog (in memory of Trina)
Louis A. Cucci
Robert and Geraldine Cuccio
Philip and Norma Culp (in memory of Shadow)
William H. Cutler
John and Mary Cybulski (in memory of Prince)
Judith A. Czerwinski
Judith and Antonio D'Ambramso
Frank D'Amico
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd D'Augusta
Antoinette M. Daab (in memory of Bud)
Dadeland Animal Hospital: Donald O. Taylor, D.V.M.
John P. Dakin, Sr.
William and Gretchen Dale (in memory of Timmy)
Anthony and Helen Dalesandro (in memory of Starr)
Marilyn B. Damato (in memory of Stash and Ali)
Carole A. Damm
Edward and Carol Dandeneau
John and Frances Daniels (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Darien Animal Hospital
Josephine Darlingston
Charles C. Davis, Jr.
Kathryn T. Davis (in memory of Florence A. Smith)
Dayton Valley Veterinary Clinic: James M. Hulme, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvaro O. de Granda
Joseph and Diana DelBasso
Maria T. DeGicco
Dr. and Mrs. Robert S. Dedrick
Betty H. DeFoe (in memory of Murphy)
Carl and Roxanne Deinhardt
James and Kathleen DeLano
Delmont Veterinary Hospital
Linda A. DeMarco
Frank and Rose Demitrovic (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Patricia DePalma
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey G. Derge
Owen and Olivia Devereux
Thomas DeVincenzo, D.V.M.
Salvatore and Rose De Matteo
Rosemarie DiBuono (in memory of Shandy)
Diane Basmaci DiLeo (in memory of Charlie)
John DiMarco and Linda Larrick
Michael and Lynn Dittrick (in memory of Kay Canham)
Robert and Marilyn Dittry
Sandra H. Dobbins
Steven and Joyce Dohme (in memory of Cricket)
Serena C. Dolecki
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Doles
S. Joseph and Vittoria Dominica
Roberto and Marsha Dominguez
Edward and Nancy Donley
Audrey J. Donovan
Vincent and Anne Dowling (in memory of Hoozie)
Linda A. Drake
Elizabeth E. Drexler
Drs. Gerald and Karen Dreyfuss
Kevin and Maria Driscoll (in memory of Bailey)
Reverend Joseph D. Driskill and Leslie J. Bryant
Edith D. Drotar
Leonard E. Dryer (in memory of Chelsey)
Lee and Mairon DuBois
Daniel Duberman
William and Diane DuBois
Edith Wills DuBose
Jean Dubson
Lucia B. Dudley
Julie A. Duffy
Michael and Debra Duffy
William and Kathryn Duggan (in memory of Nugget and in honor of Tim Ehrentranz)
Alan and Judith Duke (in memory of Sugar)
Abby Duncan and Kevin Comden
Robert L. Dunham
Gail and David Dunning (in memory of C.K.)
Richard and Karen Durand (in memory of Sandy and Christy)
John and Geraldine Dwyer for the Richard A. Casano Memorial Fund
Harold and Florence Dygert (in memory of Ziggy)
Jack and Jennifer Eaken (in memory of Snuggler)
Michael and Maureen Eastman (in memory of Sandy and Barkley)
Easton Veterinary Clinic: Mark D. Goldberg, D.V.M.
Eastview Veterinary Clinic
Michael A. Edwards (in memory of Misty)
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N. Joel Edwards, D.V.M.
Rena Edwards (in memory of Black Jack, Hamlet and Trixie)
Robert and Cheryl Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Edwards (in memory of Madison)
Jennie Egidio
Deborah and Frederick Ego (in memory of Shandy)
Sarah F. Ehrenson, D.V.M.
Mary H. Ellertsen (in memory of Amy)
Helen and Martin Elias (in memory of Fu Manchu)
Martin and Anita Elias (in memory of Muffin and in honor of Dr. Leslie Dattner and his staff at Baldwin Harbor Animal Hospital)
Elmwood Small Animal Hospital: Gannon Harish, D.V.M.
Lisa M. Enfield and David P. Sklar
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Engeldrum
Englewood Animal Hospital: Robert Groskin, D.V.M.
Doris J. Enterline
Leona Epstein
Bonnie C. Eriksen (in memory of Geb Gemma)
Essex Animal Hospital: Charles L. Dolin, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Etscheidt
Audrey Eulner (in memory of Twerp)
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Evans (in memory of Stormy Too)
Fairfield Veterinary Hospital: Timothy J. Plunkett, D.V.M.
Linda Falk (in memory of Gucci)
Farmingdale Animal Hospital: Lewis A. Goldfinger, D.V.M. (in memory of Mrs. Josephine Esposito and her dog Hotdog)
Robert and Marilyn Farrar-Wagner (in memory of Honey)
Robert and Gail Fattizzi (in memory of Sheba)
Hyris J. Feldman
Finita C. Fensel (in memory of Peppy)
Paul and Donna Fentross
Patricia C. Ferington (in memory of Cassie)
Daniel and Franca Ferracane (in memory of Blitzen)
Harriet Ferris (in memory of Fritz)
Eileen Rose Ferron (in honor of Dr. McClure)
Joanne Festa and Lyle Allan (in memory of Byte)
Joan Ficke
Sandra and Steven Fickert
Barbara W. Fidanza (in memory of Barney)
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Fine (in memory of Cher)
Finger Lakes Equine Practice: Jeffery L. LaPoint, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Finkelstein and Family (in memory of Chapin)
The Finkle Family (in memory of Hope)
Shirley and Stephen Finney (in memory of Grizzly)
Frank W. Fiorello
Mary L. Fitzgerald (in memory of Sugar)
Paula A. Flagler-Ginther
Alan and Judi Fleisch (in memory of Ruppert)
Edward and Patricia Fleissner (in memory of Boomer)
Margot E. Fletcher
Barbara L. Fogarty (in memory of Gigi)
Michael and Christine Foley (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Jeanne L. Folk
Barbara B. Ford
Gayle Forman and Family (in memory of Knuckles)
Joanne Forsythe
Arnold and Margaret Foster
Daniel and Karen Foster and Family
Myra M. Foster
Fountain House Veterinary Clinic: Alan M. Tausz, D.V.M.
Lorraine A. Fournier, D.V.M.
Ann Fowler
Linda Fowler, D.V.M.
Marlene and Jeffrey Fox
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Fox and Family (in memory of Alfie)
Robert R. Frankel
Helen Fraser (in memory of Tuffy)
David Frasier
Virginia Frasier (in honor of the fine veterinarians at Ridge Animal Hospital)
Kathi and Lamont Frawley (in memory of Sonny)
Fredonia Animal Hospital: Josef M. Powell, D.V.M.
Freedom Animal Hospital: Marguerite M. Straley, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry J. Freeman
Stuart and Jane Freeman
William and Diane Freestate (in honor of Bridger and Cody)
Norman T. Freid, D.V.M.
Eleanor D. Friedauer
Gerald and Gloria Fritsch
Peggy A. Fritz
Edwin and Ellie Fuller
Theda Fuller (in honor of Dr. and Mrs. George Hahn)
Betty Ann Fusco (in memory of Nutmeg and Charlie)
Joan Futterman (in memory of Kayla)
Richard and Joanne Gacho (in memory of Poo-Bear)
Barbara Galbraith and Richard Merzon (in memory of Flyer, Angel, and Ben)
Diane Gale
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher P. Gallivan
Janet Gallo and Steve Godzisz (in memory of Sasha)
Ruth Gallo
Elizabeth A. Galloway (in memory of Truffles, Katrina, and Maggie)
Charles and Greta Galvin (in memory of Greta)
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Gannaway (in memory of Missey)
Ami Brooks Gantt, D.V.M. (in memory of Wizard)
Martha S. Gearhart, D.V.M.
Allen and Kathleen Gefell (in memory of Otto)
Deborah Gendel and Robert Nadai
Geneva Veterinary Hospital: Priscilla S. Irwin, D.V.M.
Linda L. Gerber (in memory of Brandy)
Jerome and Doris Gerl
German Platts Veterinary Clinic: Nicholas C. Chuff, D.V.M.
Jeanne Gesuele (in memory of Edna Parks)
Natalie Gifford
Beverly Gill
Frank and Becky Gilmore (in memory of Ruffle)
Audrey M. Gimbel
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gische (in memory of Muffy and Scio)
Arnold and Betty Gitlin (in memory of Milo)
Gerard and Susan Gleckel
Peter G. Glenn and Karen L. Westphal
Dr. Robert Gluck (in memory of Spike)
Ann and Henry Godette
Godspeed Mobile Veterinary Care: Pamela Nersesian Dumont, D.V.M.
Ruth Goepfert
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Goff
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene N. Gogel (in memory of Monty)
Trudi E. Gold
Jeffrey and Judith Goldberg (in memory of Pebbles)
Marvin L. Goldberg
Steven and Patricia Goldberg (in memory of Bear and Cassie)
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Golden (in memory of Pip)
Ruth Golden
Gary P. Goldfarb
Alvin and Elisabeth Goldman (in memory of Darrow)
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert P. Goldstein (in memory of Sheena)
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Goltz
Edward and Margie Goodman (in honor of Richard M. Stern's 75th birthday)
Ms. Lilian Ceaser Goodman (in memory of Baron)
Phyllis Goodman (in memory of Edna Parks)
Mr. and Mrs. Roger S. Goodrich
Barbara Goran (in memory of Oreo)
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Dr. and Mrs. Edward Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Gordon
Otto Gottesman
Margaret Governaile
Kathryn Grahn
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Grambow
Pamela C. Grant (in memory of Edna Parks)
Barbara Gray
John L. Gray (in memory of Shandy)
M. Henriques Gray
Green Animal Medical Center
James and Deann Greenawalt (in memory of Bandit)
Jennifer Greene
Raymond and Nancy Greene (in honor of Laurence J. Soronen and Steven Forscht)
William and Corliss Gregg (in memory of Jones)
Pamela A. Greig (in memory of Jones)
Lauren Grey
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Griffin
Philip and Carol Grippe (in memory of Daisy)
Roger and Lorraine Grocki
Robert Groskin, D.V.M.
Leslie C. Gross (in memory of Sherlock)
Dominick and Christine Grosso
Zina Gross
Henry and Gloria Groth
Martin A. Gruber, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Gunther A. Grutzkuhn (in memory of Pumpkin and Michelob)
Rebecca Guarasci (in memory of Buddy)
Russell and Lorraine Guard (in memory of Theo)
Kathy Gucezk
Guilderland Animal Hospital: John Brennan, D.V.M.
Charlotte Gumienny and Jane Austin (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Jerome and Mary Gurewitz (in honor of Dr. Jorgenson)
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Guthrie
Jean C. Hagel
Joan Haines and Linda Gerber (in memory of Brandy)

Joseph Hall (in memory of Charlie)
Mary Margaret Hall (in memory of Panther)
Zev and Debra Halpern
Hamilton Animal Hospital: Francis Martorana, D.V.M.
Mary Hammond (in memory of Smokey and Duke)
Joan G. Hamrick
Pamela Jean Hanna Muller (in memory of Whitey)
Anthony and Marilyn Hannett (in memory of Shadow)
Daniel Hannon
Paul and Nancy Hansen
Martha Harbot
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Harding
Stanton and Angela Harding
Harmony Veterinary Clinic: Stephanie E. Todd, D.V.M.
Mary Cathren Harris and Thomas Barger
Jane M. Harrison
Paul and Marjorie Harris (in memory of Prissy)
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Harris
Sharon L. Harris and Dennis C. Schneider
Helen G. Hart

Staff of the John C. Hart Memorial Library (in memory of Heidi)
Michael and Janis Hartman (in memory of Bentley)
Michael and Rita Hasel
Haskell Valley Veterinary Clinic
Roger and Patricia Hassid (in memory of Heidi and Seger)
Dorothy Hauk (in memory of Fetti)
Hauppauge Animal Hospital
Hawthorne Animal Hospital: Dinjer and Maxine Shefki, D.V.M.s
Donna C. Hayden (in memory of Astro)
John and Winifred Hayes (in memory of Precious
William and Grace Hayes
Dr. and Mrs. Robert C. Hays (in memory of Alec King and Boreas)
Lewis and Lois Head (in memory of Hans)
Joseph and Pamela Heald
James and Betty Healy (in memory of Jones)
Julie B. Hedrick
Russell and Claire Hedrick (in memory of Patches and Beju)
JoAnne Heed

Joe and Linda Hefflin (in memory of Prissy Mae)
George and Barbara Heine (in memory of Brandy)
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence G. Heiser (in memory of Lady #1, Ike, Molly, and Lady #2)
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick G. Heller (in memory of Beau and Kinser)
Alvin and Charlotte Hellman (in honor of the graduation of Shaina Blumenthal)
Marguerite and Stanley Hellman (in memory of GeeGee)
Scott and Joanne Hemenway (in memory of MacPhearson)
William and Sue Hensley (in memory of Lady and Molly)
Alice G. Herrmann
Michael and Anita Hesser (in memory of Buddy)
Maria and Michael Higgins (in memory of Boss)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hildreth (in memory of Tonya and Willie)
Hillcrest Animal Hospital: James H. Rosenberger, D.V.M.
Reynold Hilliard
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Wendell and Vivian Hilt (in memory of Binker)
Sue Ann Hilten (in memory of Bobbie Von Lady and in honor of Dr. David H. Hunter)
Ronald and Barbara Hiltman
George R. Hirsch
Karyl K. Hodges
Sallie T. Hodges
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander S. Hoes
Daniel and Linda Ann Hoffman
Robert and Doris Hoffman (in memory of Buttons)
Marion Hoffmire
Lawrence and Yvette Hohler
Robert P. Holding
Mr. and Mrs. Les Hollander (in memory of Toots)
Patricia Trubow Hollister (in memory of Itty Bit)
Nancy Hollmeier
Daniel and Barbara Holohan
Home Veterinary Services: Jeanne Baines, D.V.M.
C. H. Hoppenstedt (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Robert and Marian Horan
Linda A. Horton

Judith M. Horwitz (in memory of Sheena and Muffin)
Beth Hoy and Pat Wilde (in memory of Cotton and Cookie)
Nancy Hubbard (in memory of Clover)
Paul and Betty Ann Hubert
Hudson Veterinary Group: Richard W. Jakimer, D.V.M.
Stephen and Genevieve Huhn
Robert C. Hull
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Hunt
William and Carole Hunter (in memory of Penny and Nellie)
Ann Huntington
Huntington Animal Hospital: Jeffrey Kramer, D.V.M.
Karl and Kathy Huppert (in memory of McKinley, Abby, and Isis)
Burley Veterinary Hospital: Avery L. Smith, D.V.M.
Myron and Jacqueline Hurst (in memory of Kay Canham)
Shirley Infiorati (in memory of Snugler)
Dorothy L. Jackson
Marjorie Jackson and Melinda Harvey
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley W. Jackson (in memory of Casey)

John and Mary Jacobs (in memory of Souffle and Chelsea)
Patricia W. Jacobson (in memory of Stephanie and Cleo)
Sandra R. Jacobus (in memory of Wiz)
William Gary and Ursula Jay (in memory of Pepper)
Leslie F. Jenkins
Guy and Fay Beth Jensen (in memory of Shana)
M. Katrina Jez
Nelson Jimenez and William Kirwin (in memory of Brownie)
Andrew and Sallie Ann Joachim (in memory of Nanook)
Richard B. Jogodnik, D.V.M.
Lisa W. Johnson, D.V.M.
Madeline and William Johnson (in memory of Tiffany)
Michael and Katrene Johnson (in memory of Britanny)
Marla Jonas (in memory of Eppis)
Mr. and Mrs. M. Douglas Jones (in memory of Corky)
Hali Jones (in memory of Maggie)
Dr. and Mrs. Marston Jones (in memory of Thunder and Timber)
Paulette and Michael Jones (in memory of B. J.)

Phyllis R. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Jones
Cathy M. Jordan (in memory of Dusty)
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Jordano
Ray and Grace Jorgensen
Richard and Sandra Juby
Margaret R. Jurmark (in memory of Lucky and Cinnamon)
Walter and Anne Justice (in memory of Higgins)
Sandra A. Justis, D.V.M. (in memory of Frosty)
K & A Enterprises: Klaus E. Hirnschall
Beatrice J. Kantrowitz (in memory of Corey)
Marie Kapetanakis
Gary J. Karm
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald Kass (in memory of Scuba)
Alan Steven and Myrna Katz (in memory of Corey)
Dennis and Ann Katz (in memory of Thor and Cindy Marie)
Christine A. Kaufman
Sue Ellen Kaufman
Mary Lee Keating, D.V.M.
John C. Keating (in memory of Edna Parks)
Regina Kelly Keating (in memory of Carmen)
James V. Keenan
Henry and Debbie Kellner (in memory of Buffy)
Nancy C. Kennelly
Joseph and Irene Kenney (in memory of Leona Jones and of Susan)
Mr. and Mrs. E. Niles Kenyon
Joyce Kessel and Leanna Manna (in memory of Cinders)
Patricia Keyser (in memory of Tori-Ann, Raab, and Lincoln)
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Laura McVey Kilcoyne
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Killian
Roger and Erna Killion
Thomas and Maria Kilmartin (in memory of Sparkey)
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Kilmer (in memory of Josh)
Catherine G. Kindley (in memory of Pumpkin)
Barbara King (in memory of Jones)
Robert J. King (in memory of Tuck)
Linda M. Kinney (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Susan and Martin Kitson
Doris V. Klein
Edith L. Klein
Toni A. Klemstein (in memory of Toby and Sterling)
Edna Mae and Elmer Kling
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Klos (in memory of Theo)
Arlene B. Klubnick (in memory of Ozzie)
Roger and Janet Knapp
Susan D. Knapp
Linda L. Knickerbocker (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Mr. Henry C. Koch
Patricia B. Kocher
Nancy A. Kohler (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Kevin M. Kolek (in memory of Bruin)
Frances and John Kolodnicki (in memory of Pixie III)
Mr. and Mrs. Zak Komiak
Alice Kopacz
Thomas and Joanne Kopeck
Irene Kopjanski
Elaine and Gerald Korb
John and Claire Korn
Paul and Betty Kortright (in memory of Ginger)
John and Barbara Kowall
David and Deanna Kramer (in memory of Scarlet)
Wilton and Florence Krantz (in memory of Cara and Murphy)
William Kuhn (in memory of Sandy)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Kump, Jr.
Lorie and Scott Kupetz
Isabel M. LaFreniere (in memory of Thatcher)
Mr. and Mrs. P. Henry Lambert, III (in memory of Ears)
Thomas and Catherine Lamoreaux (in memory of Clancy)
Tracey A. LaMorte, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron B. Lampert (in memory of Princess and Sienna)
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond G. Langan (in memory of Ginger)
Keith B. Lankester
Johanne Lanning
Dr. and Mrs. Eduardo C. Laus
Carl J. Lauter (in memory of Felice and Blackie)
Rita Law
Audrey G. Lawton (in memory of Cocktail)
Sylvan and Ruth Lazar
Kathleen Lazure and Jay Barringer
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Leary (in honor of Enid Bloom)
Mr. and Mrs. James Lebegern (in memory of Lady)
Marian LeBlanc
Scott and Noraleen LeClair
Robert K. Lee, D.V.M.
Susan Leeds (in memory of Dante)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lefever
Joan Lehman
Susan W. Lehotsky (in honor of Sally Polosky)
Nancy Katherine Leitner
Ellen M. Lesser (in memory of Lucy, Boo, and Max)
Anita and Bernard G. Levine, D.V.M.
Fredrica S. Levinson
Susan and Lee Levinson
Nicky Levy (in memory of Pumpkin and Doli)
George Levy, D.V.M.
Laura and David Lewis (in memory of Lucy)
Norman F. Lewis, D.V.M.
Lexington-Bedford Veterinary Hospital: Howard A. Smith, D.V.M.
Michelle Lieber (in memory of Butch)
Gail Lieberson (in memory of Ferrin)
Judy A. Light (in memory of Chablis)
Lindenhurst Animal Hospital: David R. Trask, D.V.M.
Garth and Mary Lindsey
Marilyn B. Linton
Fran and Ronald Liotto
Barbara C. Lippe
David and Joan Little (in memory of Kathleen Canham)
Marianne E. Loffredo (in memory of Mogsie and Pirate)
Marianne E. Loffredo and Jeffrey K. Hass (in memory of Max)
Frank Lohr
Leroy Longdyke
Robert A. Lopez, D.V.M.
Elaine M. Lopranos (in memory of Tara)
Elaine Lorson and Julia Head (in memory of Schatzi)
Jerry and Elizabeth Lovewell (in memory of Homer)
Benjamin and Leslie Lowe
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Lowenthal (in memory of Farfel)
Joan Luciano
Patricia Ann Luders
Patricia and Robert Lund
Glena J. Lunn
Carolyn Luskin (in memory of Minette)
Irving and Adrienne Lustig
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Lutz
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Luxeder (in memory of Mrs. Taylor)
Maxine S. Lyle (in memory of Greta)
Patricia M. Lyman (in memory of Patty Gruman’s mother)
Lynden Veterinary Clinic: Eric M. Davis, D.V.M.
Barbara S. Lyng (in memory of Blackie and B.C.)
Harry and Joan Lyon
Armour and Patricia Mack
Peggy and John Mahler
Maryanne E. Maier
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Mainville (in memory of Gus)
Thomas and Mary Maiuri
Henry and Lila Majewski (in memory of Pride)
Sue Malanga
Nelson and Elizabeth Malley (in memory of Pedra)
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Malick
Robin and Thomas Maloney (in memory of Morgan)
Mark and Carol Zee Malys (in memory of Magic)
Marilyn Mandelbaum
Manetto Hill Animal Hospital: A. Neil Weiss, D.V.M.
Cindy L. Mansell (in memory of Kate)
Dr. and Mrs. Sheldon Manspeizer
Janet and John Martin
Ronald and Elizabeth Mapp (in memory of Topsy and Lucky)
John and Lynn Marcinek
Marina Village Veterinary Clinic
Donald and Esther Markley
Charles Marks
Richard L. Marks
Arthur E. Maroney (in memory of Edna Parks)
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth G. Marshall (in memory of Shadow)
Jean D. Martin
Lyn Martin
Allen and Norma Mastandrea (in memory of Sandy and Hildy)
Frank and Janice Mastropasqua (in memory of Winston)
James and Kristina Matala (in memory of Libby)
Susan B. Matheson
Mr. and Mrs. John Mattel (in memory of Ginger)
Carol M. Mattingley
Michael and LaDonne May
Muriel T. May
Sidney and Kandy McQuay (in memory of Max and Skipper)
Louise and Bernard McArdle
Michele A. McArdle (in memory of Chiyoyo)
Mr. and Mrs. James V. McCann, Jr. (in memory of Bismark)
Patricia P. McCann (in memory of Penny, Nancy, and Quint)
Mr. and Mrs. Jack F. McCowan
Paul and Kathleen McDonnell
Richard and Leonora McCoy
Paul and Kathleen McDonnell
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Jere D. McInerney
Jack and Kathryn McKay (in memory of Tasha)
Maureen McKenney
Ursula G. McKinney (in memory of Daphne)
Rosemary McLaughlin
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. McNabb (in memory of Mar idean Meta)
Medway Animal Hospital: Michael P. Robinson, D.V.M.
Sandra and James Meierer
Ernest and Irene Melander (in memory of Ziggy)
Donna Melliadis (in memory of Tuffy)
Mr. and Mrs. Royal F. Mergelsberg
Donna Rotman Miner (in memory of Heidi)
Pauline Merk (in memory of Casey)
Nicholas and Michelina Mesh (in memory of Buddy)
Nellie Messenger (in memory of Chew)
Metairie Small Animal Hospital
Travis and Jennifer Metz (in memory of Layla)
Frances W. McVay
Christine-Ann Meyer
Leonard and Annette Meyers
Norman and Jeanette Michael
Arthur and Sandi Michels
Gina M. Miele
Miron Mihuka (in memory of Michael Pasaic)
Linda and Robert Mikkelson
Lorraine Miles and Lucille and Rosemarie Ronchini (in memory of Sunny)
Millbrook Equine Veterinary Clinic
Eugene and Lorraine Miller (in memory of Robin)
Jack and Carol Miller (in memory of Sadie and Katie)
Jeffrey R. Miller, D.V.M.
Kenneth and Susan Miller
Roger J. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Roma E. Miller and Family
Susan G. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. McNabb
Thomas M. Minty (in memory of Ch. Mavro's Go for the Gusto UD and ET)
Bruce and Jane Minger (in memory of Jeb)
William M. Minty
Grayson B. Mitchell, D.V.M.
Mary D. Mix (in memory of Cyano)
Mobile Health Care Services:
Nicholas Valenti, D.V.M.
Janet Mobius and Sandy Budniews (in memory of Vicky)
Robert L. Mofenson (in memory of Chelsea)
Victor and Andrea Mohl (in memory of Judy)
Rose Molz
David and Susan Moneyepenny
Montgomery Animal Hospital:
Lewis Cooper and Kenneth Ostroff, D.V.M.s
Monticello Animal Hospital:
Lawrence C. Mauer, D.V.M.
Montrose Animal Health Center:
Nolan P. Rubin, D.V.M.
Mary F. Mooney
Doris J. Moore (in memory of Chewy and Daisy)
JoAnn S. Mooy and Marcy Pakcer
Patricia Anne and Richard Moran (in memory of Buster)
Paul and Carmen Morell
Thomas Morganti, D.V.M.
Celeste and Christopher Moritz (in memory of Samantha)
Ann Morongell and Family (in memory of Mugsy)
Dorothy F. Morris (in memory of Susie)
Sandra and Peter Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mory (in memory of Rebel)
Bert and Natalie Moscow (in honor of Dr. Gary Yarnell and Crystal)
Richard and Suzanne Moskala
Arthur and Kimberly Moss (in memory of Alexi)
Nancy B. Mott
Mountain View Animal Hospital:
Steve C. Feldman, D.V.M.
John and Elizabeth Mule (in memory of Q. B.)
Claire T. Mullins
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Murley (in memory of Tarn and Ashley)
Timothy and Patricia Murphy (in memory of Duffy)
Katherine Murphy (in memory of Barringer)
Kathleen Murphy (in memory of Roscoe and Rufian)
Mary Murphy
Donald and Karen Muscolino (in memory of Gypsy)
Patricia A. Myles (in memory of Bertie)
Richard and Kathleen Nastasi
Katherine and Donald Nathan
Paul Nayman
Edith L. Nedwed
Edwin and Alice Nelridge
Emily M. Nemec
New Haven Central Hospital, Vet Medicine
New Milford Animal Hospital:
Robert Belden, D.V.M.
Harold Newell
Josephine A. Nicholas
Mary Ann and John Nicholson
Elizabeth and George Nilson
Judith E. Nixon
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher D. Noe
Neil D. North (in memory of Tiger and Charlie)
North Country Veterinary Services:
Courtland R. Howard, D.V.M.
North Jersey Animal Hospital:
Debra Deem Morris, D.V.M.
Norwich Veterinary Hospital:
Amy Crockett, D.V.M.
Dennis and Christine Novak (in memory of Leona Jones)
Jacquelyn and Joseph Novak
Jerome and Jacqueline Novin (in memory of Indiana)
Kathleen R. Nuspl (in memory of Kodie)
Elaine O'Connell (in memory of Beef Cake and Moosh)
John and Anne Marie O'Connor (in honor of Molly and Dudley)
Dorothy O'Dell
Edith Ocampo and Jaime and Edith Schreiner (in memory of Sasha)
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Odell (in memory of Monica and Happy)
Loretta Odom-Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence I. Oestrich
Old Lyme Veterinary Clinic:
Margaret A. Von Ehr, D.V.M.
Fernanda Oliveira (in memory of Snowy and Leah)
Olney-Sandy Spring Veterinary Hospital: J. P. Deitchman, D.V.M.
Cheryl F. Olson
Ronald and Nancy Oppenhuuser (in memory of Daisy)
Philip and Arlene Oraby (in memory of Jones)
Georgeanne P. Orcutt
Ronald and Deborah Orcutt (in memory of Sasha)
Ralph A. Orofino
Brunilda Osorio
Merlin Oswalt (in memory of Mandy)
John and Margaret Osztvart
Mr. and Mrs. William Otey
Kelly F. Otis (in memory of Bernhardt, Mannyjo, and Alex)
Dr. Patricia M. Outland (in memory of Sheena and Maxwell)
Virginia L. Paddock
Emil and Marilyn Pagano (in memory of Rusty)
Dr. and Mrs. Philip G. Page
Raymond G. Pahle, D.V.M.
Gilbert V. Pakiz (in memory of Rascal)
John and Marion Palache
Mimi L. Paladino (in memory of Sammy)
Peggy Palmer (in memory of Sheba)
Fawn Paluzzi (in memory of Kismet)
Archie and Carol Pantaleone (in memory of Scruffy)
Paper Mill Playhouse (in memory of George)
Donald and Ruth Parker (in memory of Blackie and Tippy)
Nadine Parsells (in memory of Leona Jones)
Kathleen R. Partridge (in memory of Meadowpond Especial Fella, AM-Can DC)
Sheri Passero
Belgica Pastrana
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Susan Patterson (in memory of Duke)
Janka Pavelek (in memory of Wednesday)
Paws-I-Tive Pet Care: Bernice Brantley
Cindy Paxton
Ronald and Linda Payne (in memory of Chance)
Robert and Maie Paynter (in memory of Sammy)
Jerome Payton, D.V.M.
William and Mary Ann Pearsall (in memory of Shadow and Zeus)
Alfred M. Pease, Jr. (in memory of Sherman)
Angela M. Pecora
Sylvia A. Pedrick
Diana and William Peil (in memory of Otis and Maggie)
Keith and Joyce Penwarden
Jean and Harold Perkins
Shirley S. Perkins (in memory of Florence A. Smith)
Mrs. J. Gordon Perlmutter
Perring Animal Hospital: Michael D. Treger, D.V.M.
Anne M. Perry (in memory of Morgan)
Martha and Joseph Petro (in memory of Duncan)
Tali E. Petrucci
Norman H. Petteway (in memory of Ken Morrison)
Howard S. Pfirman (in memory of Florence A. Smith)
Phil-Mar Pet Estates: Philip and Marlene Guarino
Shandra Pickering
Pieper-olson Veterinary Hospital
Bonnie L. Pierce (in memory of Sno and Cory)
Dr. and Mrs. Frank A. Piro
Michael L. Podolin, D.V.M.
Catherine E. Poluzzi (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Pondt (in memory of Jasmine)
David W. Porter (in memory of Goldie)
Maria V. Porter

Poughkeepsie High School
Teachers Flower Fund (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Harry and Beverly Price (in memory of Dorothy T. Stewart)
Irene Price (in memory of Tara)
Martin and Jane Price
Matthew and Daniela Printz
Virginia Propps (in memory of Kay Canham)
Louise and Anthony Pupelis
Martina A. Quellmann
Doreen C. Quiriconi (in memory of Mardovar's Gofurr Broke and Cedar)
William A. Quirk (in memory of Picadilly and Ch. Coalcreek's Gimme A. Break)
Linda Ramirez (in memory of Breezy)
Harold and Marjorie Rapp
Julia C. Rappold (in memory of Snoopy and Hildegarde)
Carolyn Reardon
Michael and Constance Reed (in memory of Buttons)
Lynnette Reede (in memory of Julie)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Regan (in memory of Florence A. Smith)
Ida M. Reid (in memory of Rambo and Midnight)
May D. Remaly (in memory of Annieroso Molly, Ti Mickowski, Ivy, and Molly)
Victor T. Rendano, D.V.M.
Christina Renner
Eugene F. Renske
James and JoAnn Rentzheimer (in memory of Heidi)
Joseph and Gail Repetti
Robert and Frances Reynolds (in memory of Dr. Ward)
James and Angie Rhoney
Valerie Riccardi (in memory of Heidi)
Kenneth and LaVerne Rich (in memory of Zach and Becky)
Joan L. Richards
Judith T. Richardson
Bruce and Karolyn Ricker (in memory of Rye and Barney)
Phillip and Sharon Riek (in memory of Max)
Roseann and Anthony Rinaldini

Mildred A. Riordan (in honor of Abbey Sach's 90th birthday)
Susan G. Risberg
Sandra M. Risser (in memory of Taffy Van Epps)
Mr. and Mrs. W. James Ritchie (in memory of Blue)
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Riti (in memory of Rusty and Raisan)
River Forest Animal Hospital:
Ezekiel F. Thomas, Jr., D.V.M.
River Valley Veterinary Hospital:
Walter O. Cottrell, D.V.M.
Rivergate Veterinary Clinic: Peter H. Kross, D.V.M.
Richard S. Rizzo
Lorraine M. Roberts (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Lynn A. Roberts (in memory of Clancy Roy)
Myron S. Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick C. Rodgers (in memory of Luke)
Robert and Cynthia Roeters
Edward and Maureen Rogers (in memory of Mike Passaic)
Katelyn Romeo
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Linda K. Ronayne (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Kenneth and Cheryl Rose (in memory of Binky and Buffi)
Bertram and Barbara Rosen
Marvin and Mary Rosenberg (in memory of Harry)
Richard H. Rosen (in memory of Tiara)
Stanley J. Rosenthal
Anna S. Rosow
Marilyn A. Ross (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Del and Annette Rossio
Lauren J. Roth (in memory of Belle)
Donna J. Rotman-Miner (in memory of Augle, Buffy, and Lissie)
Central Veterinary Hospital
Cassandra Rousso (in memory of Smokey and Honey)
Martin J. Rowland
Janet D. Ruby (in memory of Snuffles)
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory J. Ruehle
Rupert Veterinary Clinic: Eugene and Jean Ceglowski, D.V.M.s
Arthur and Audrey Russ (in memory of Lady and Logan)
Don E. Russell
Jane E. Russenberger (in memory of Delta and Ch. Scrimshaw)
Duckless Fairbank, WC, JH (Duckless)
Ingeborg Russo (in memory of Andy)
Bette Rutherford (in memory of Einstein and Boo)
Patrick and Bessie Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Rylatt
Michael R. Sabatino, Jr. and Robert J. Voorheis (in memory of Sedrick and Mallomar)
Laurette E. Sabik
Joan E. Sablinski
Frances T. Safina (in memory of Sandy)
Harriet L. Sage (in memory of Hattie Perry and Penny)
Marian and Doug Sage
Pasquale and Olga Salimeno (in honor of Dr. Larry Mauer)
Arnold K. Samter, D.V.M.
Dr. and Mrs. William Samuels (in honor of Sylvia Van Sloun)
Richard D. Samuelson
Lucille Sano (in memory of Nicky)
Jeffrey W. Santee, D.V.M.
Stanley and Jane Sapery
Wanda Saran
T. Gregory and Barbara Sauer (in memory of Satin)
Gerard N. Sauers
Gerda H. Sauereschell
Carrie M. Saunders
George F. Savage
Blanche Schachtter (in memory of Stasia Fox and Sarah)
Albert Schaffer
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Scheer
Laura A. Schick
Bette A. Schifrin
Carl and Brenda Schlack (in memory of Puddy)
Capt. William P. Schiemann
Richard and Rosemary Schlude
Milton D. Schmutz, D.V.M.
John and Joanna Schofield
John P. Schofield, Jr. (in memory of Brie)
Barbara Schrader (in memory of Abby and Chester)
Richard and Dianne Schrader
Charles Schreiber
Mr. and Mrs. Udo O. Schroff
Joyce Schubert
Howard Schultz
Priscilla Schummrick (in memory of Dr. J. Mitchell Floyd)
Doreen Schwartz (in memory of Mandy)
Janette Schweiker (in memory of Muffin)
Dorothy Schweitzer
Bene’e Scola
Josephine and William Scribner
Carolyn Konrad Seabright
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Seidner
Carol Selby (in memory of all my beloved animals)
Elsa J. Sell
Carolyn Semento (in memory of Edna V. Parks)
Barbara A. Sevigney
Joan Seymour
Lawrence and Carol Shapiro (in memory of Emily and in memory of Dr. John W. O’Neil)
Sandra and Ronald Shappy (in memory of Flash)
Pamela and Donald Shassian
Neil and Maria Shaw
Shelburne Veterinary Hospital: Steven B. Metz, D.V.M.
Kenneth and Kathryn Sheldon (in memory of Woodie)
Nanci Zoe Shelton
Melvin and Patricia Shepherd
Debra Shepsman
Bernice G. Sherlock
James and Candice Sherman (in memory of Kanute)
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald V. Sherwood
Shirwill Trim Shop
Stephen and Shirley Shumskey (in memory of Lucy)
Thomas and Christine Sica
Karen M. Sick
Henry and Meryl Silverstein
Ruth Ann and John Simmons (in memory of Nicki)
Cyril and Patsy Simonetti
Mr. and Mrs. George Simon (in memory of Eko)
Dr. and Mrs. Michael B. Simon (in memory of Alex)
Jennie and Fred Sniawski
Donald and Elizabeth Sipley
Mr. and Mrs. Josef Sirefman (in memory of Cocoa)
Robert G. Skau
Gary Slade and Judith Bonneau (in memory of Issac)
John and Theresa Smaling
Anne L. Smith
Carol A. Smith
Diane M. Smith
Judith and James Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Smith (in memory of Cheney)
Mr. and Mrs. Lancy J. Smith (in memory of Plato)
Marjorie A. Smith (in memory of LuLu and Buddy)
Mary B. Smith (in memory of Sparky)
Mildred R. Smith
William and Lynette Smith (in memory of Shandy)
Robert and Lynn Snedeker (in memory of Mischeler)
Stanley Snegroff
Julie K. Snell
Florence and Frank Snyder (in memory of Brandy)
Walter and Virginia Sodano
Joel and Suzette Solomon (in memory of Zee and Brandy)
Mr. and Mrs. Marian A. Solomon
Southtowns Animal Hospital: Theodore D. Winkle, D.V.M.
Louise P. Sowers
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Spaid
Linda V. Spehr
Josefine Spielberg
Mrs. George W. Spindler (in memory of Suzi)
Susan R. Spreat, D.V.M.
St. James Animal Hospital: Carolyn and Edmond F. Comans, D.V.M.s
Diana and Martin St. John (in memory of Fred Williamson)
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Stadt (in memory of Dolly)
John and Frances Stamas (in memory of Sir Golden Bear "Brownie")
Joseph J. Stangel
Stephen and Joyce Staniow
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Laurel Stanley and Leo Bisson, Jr.
Alvin Stark
Stephanie M. Staszk
John and Katharan Stattmiller
David and Dolly Steffen
Joan and Charles Stegman (in memory of Skipper)
Mark and Barbara Stein (in memory of Radar)
Robert and Janet Steinberg
Philip and Diane Sterdt (in memory of Michael Passaic)
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Stern (in honor of Joy Ruth Cohen successfully completing her doctoral studies)
Phillips and Deborah Stevens (in memory of Popy)
Victor and Margaret Stiff
Constance A. Stoddard (in memory of Heather and Chrissie)
Joan Stohr
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

David Straus (in memory of Michael Passaic)
James and Virginia Strunk (in memory of Tiger Baby and Peppy Baby)
Madeline M. Studley and Patricia Chardavoine (in memory of Freckles)
Tommy H. Su
Jane L. Sullivan (in memory of Kiki)
Marilyn Sulsky
Sunbury Animal Hospital: George B. Salzmann, D.V.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis M. Surprenant
Charles and Linda Swasey (in memory of Shea)
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Swintelsky (in memory of Corky)
Dorothy S. Taft (in memory of Ben)
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Takacs (in memory of Heidi)
Alice L. Talbott
William and Frances Tamiso (in memory of Sparky)
Donna D’Agostino Tardive (in memory of Jude)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Taucher
Stuart K. Taussig
Marian A. Tavolacci
Amy Cheryl Taxier
Dave and Rose Marie Taylor
Diane and Melville Taylor
Janice Taylor
Jack and Janet Teich (in memory of Buffy)
Richard and Dorothy Terbосs
Donald and Linda Thaler
Roger and Diane Therrien
Susan and Ross Thomas
Rita Thompson
Margarete E. B. Thuemmler
Robert Tigar
Vincent and Patricia Tinto (in memory of Josephine)
Titusville Veterinary Clinic: Dr. and Mrs. Jonathan P. Walker
Gerald Tobias, D.V.M.
Sue Tokolics
Patrick and Alice Torcicollo
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas S. Torrey (in memory of Thief)
Susan F. Train
Elizabeth E. Trainor-Farmion
Walter Traubel
Margaret Trejo
Jeanne M. Troha (in memory of Roxanne, Ginny Mae, and Rocky)
Sandra and Donald Tubia
Allen J. Tucker, D.V.M.
Tucson Small Animal Hospital: Howard Moore, D.V.M.
Natalie Tweedus (in memory of Muffin)
Jeanette G. Tyrrell
Mrs. George H. Uhl
Margaret B. Ullmann, D.V.M.
Audrey Ulm (in memory of Charlie and in honor of Drs. Alan and Rhonda Spiro and of Sadie)
Underhill Animal Clinic: Daniel A. Hill, D.V.M.
Angela M. Untis, D.V.M.
V.I.P. Veterinary: James Corrao and Patricia Glennon, D.V.M.s
Michael and Lucretia Vairette
Paullette M. Valane (in memory of Reba)
Valley Animal Hospital: Bonnie J. Miller, D.V.M.
Rosalind Van Heuven
George K. Van Horn
Mr. and Mrs. Richard R. Van Loan
Dorothy M. Van Ryn
Jonkheer Van Tassel
Eleanor Vatouios (in memory of Sassy)
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen F. Veillette
Marianne and Steven Vella
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Vellone (in memory of Buddy)
Louis and Amy Vellucci (in memory of Edna Parks)
Barbara and John Venezia
Frank J. Verga
David and Christine Vernon (in memory of Sabre)
Serge and Barbara Vinograd
Donna and Luigi Viola
Gail M. Vitagliano (in memory of Bailey)
Phyllis and Lee Wainman (in memory of Tigger)
Mr. and Mrs. Skip Walker (in memory of Buster)
Michael and Nancy Walls
David and Beth Walowitz
Robert and Judith Walsh
Alfred and Jean Walters
Wantagh Animal Hospital: Glenn A. Anderson, D.V.M.
Ronald and Harriet Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Warnsdorfer
William A. Watkins
Mr. and Mrs. G. Taylor Watson
Lonnie and Patricia Watson
Janis C. Watts
Kathleen B. Wax
Wayne Animal Hospital: Lawrence E. Stetler, D.V.M.
Stanley and Edna Weber
Walter W. Weber, Jr. and Christine S. Brudie (in memory of Edna Parks)
June L. Wefer (in memory of Rebel)
Leone C. Weiner
Robert Weisbrot
Joan Weiss
Gordon J. Weiss (in memory of Spanky)
Yvonne and George Welch
Joseph and Ruth Weldon
Fred and Doris Wenzel
Philip and Doris Wernig
West Avon Congregational Church: Pastor Donald H. Ketcham (in memory of Oscar)
West Chelsea Veterinary Hospital: Michael Farber, D.V.M.
Westfield Veterinary Hospital
Thomas M. Wheatley (in honor of Alta)
Margaret W. Whitaker (in memory of Archie)
Dr. and Mrs. Robert P. Whitaker
Fred and Kathy White
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Whitehead
Richard and Lorraine Whitehouse (in memory of Sally)
Sue Ann White (in memory of Meggyn and Grettel)
Thomas and Barbara White
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon R. Wilcox (in memory of Doris)
Richard and Jo Ann Wilhelm (in memory of Daisy and Sheba)
Ronald and Arlene Wilhelm (in memory of Mocha)
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Willard (in memory of Primo)
Mrs. John G. Williams
Pauline E. Williman (in memory of Sandy)
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wilmot
Bertram W. Wilson (in memory of Jack)
John and Shirley Wilson
Windham Veterinary Clinic: Robin T. Stronk, D.V.M.
Susan K. Wirth (in memory of Dr. Edward Grano and of Brandy and Phineas)
Martin Wolf, D.V.M.
Diane Wolfe (in memory of Bear)
Wolfe Animal Hospital
Michael Woltz, D.V.M.
Rosalind Wood and Sue Gehrkee (in memory of Gus)
Greg Woodburn
Woodbury Animal Hospital: Marc A. Franz, D.V.M.
Edward and Valerie Worden (in memory of P.K.)
Howard and Evelyn Wulforst (in memory of Tsu Tsu)
Steven L. Yellen and Karen Leeds (in memory of Thundar Reiner)
Ruth G. Yellen
Patricia and Raymond Yturraspe
Martin N. Zabarsky (in memory of Dr. Joanne Leja)
John and Mildred Zahner
Helen Canham Zanger (in memory of Kay Canham)
David and Robin Zaremba
Barbara F. Zekala
Linda and Michael Zenobia (in memory of Rourke)
Randy R. Zicht
Elaine and Theodore Zimmerman, D.V.M.
Dennis and Judith Zink (in memory of Jake)
Elinor Zinnato (in memory of Lucky)
Ione and William Zontine, D.V.M.
Geri Zuckerman
KENNEL CLUBS

FOUNDERS' CIRCLE
Founders' Circle clubs have given $5,000 or more this year.
- Akita Welfare League Challenge Fund
- Collie Club of America Foundation
- Elmira Kennel Club
- Labrador Retriever Club
- Poodle Club of America Foundation

INSTITUTE PATRONS
Institute Patrons have given between $1,000 and $4,999 this year.
- American Norfolk Terrier Association
- Columbiana County Kennel Club
- Del-Otse-Nango Kennel Club
- Devon Dog Show Association
- Finger Lakes Kennel Club (in memory of Delphine Redline)
- Greenwich Kennel Club
- Mastiff Club of America
- Mid-Atlantic Portuguese Water Dog Club
- National Labrador Retriever Club
- Portuguese Water Dog Club of America
- SAMFANS

SUSTAINING MEMBERS
Sustaining Members have given between $250 and $999 this year.
- American Cattle Dog Fanciers E-Mail List
- Labrador Retriever Club of Central Connecticut
- Lone Star Portuguese Water Dog Club (in memory of U-CDX Ch. Decoles Destiny of Mariner, UDTX, ROM, POM, CGC, FDX, OA, TDI)
- Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever Club of Canada
- Ottawa Valley Poodle Club
- Somerset County Dog Obedience Club
- Standard Schnauzer Club of Northern California
- Superstition Kennel Club
- Valley of The Dogs Portuguese Water Dog Club

SPONSORS
Sponsors have given between $250 and $499 this year.
- Australian Cattle Dog Fanciers
- Labrador Retriever Club of Central Connecticut
- Lone Star Portuguese Water Dog Club (in memory of U-CDX Ch. Decoles Destiny of Mariner, UDTX, ROM, POM, CGC, FDX, OA, TDI)
- Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever Club of Canada
- Ottawa Valley Poodle Club
- Somerset County Dog Obedience Club
- Standard Schnauzer Club of Northern California
- Superstition Kennel Club
- Valley of The Dogs Portuguese Water Dog Club

BENEFACTORS
Benefactors have given between $100 and $249 this year.
- Australian Cattle Dog Club of Great Britain
- Campbell River Dog Fanciers Society
- Erie Kennel Club
- Greater Lowell Kennel Club
- Hudson Valley Golden Retriever Club (in honor of Dr. Allen E. Wachter)
- Huron Valley Italian Greyhound Club
- Mid-Jersey Labrador Retriever Club
- Portuguese Water Dog Club of British Columbia
- Portuguese Water Dog Club of the Mid-Gulf Coast
- Portuguese Water Dog Club of the Twin Cities
- Potomac Portuguese Water Dog Club
- Puli Club of Connecticut
- Rio Salgado Portuguese Water Dog Club
- Southern Berkshire Golden Retriever Club (in honor of Nick Michelson)
- St. Lawrence Valley Dog Club
- Suffolk Obedience Training Club
- Tioga County Kennel Club In honor of Drs. Kathleen Seitel-West and Maria Laguna
- Wildwood Dog Training Club (in memory of Rachelle, Shadow, and Free)
- Woodstock Dog Club

FRIENDS
- Chenango Valley Kennel Club
- Dog Owners Training Club of Maryland
- Greater Pittsburgh Labrador Retriever Club (in honor of Dr. George Myatch)
- Labrador Retriever Club of Westminster In honor of Sel Bloom
- Long Island Retriever Field Trial Club (in honor of Ralph Michelson)
- Los Alamos Dog Obedience Club
- Mid-Hudson Kennel Association (in honor of Dr. Louis P. Tumolo)
- Niagara Frontier Obedience Association
- Susque-Nango Kennel Club (in memory of Amazing Silver Gem)
- West Valley Dog Training Club

FOUNDATIONS
- Anonymous
- Albert C. Bostwick Foundation
- Cottrell Foundation
- Shirley W. and William L. Griffin Foundation
- Carl J. Herzog Foundation
- Ireland Foundation
- Gilbert W. and Louise Ireland Humphrey Foundation
- James A. MacDonald Foundation
- Milwaukee Foundation: Steven S. Lindsay Memorial Fund
- National Retinitis Pigmentosa Foundation
- Orthopedic Foundation for Animals

CORPORATIONS
- Animal Companion Corporation
- Asarco Foundation
- Biotron Laboratories
- Citibank / Citicorp
- Computer Associates
- CPC International
- Dad's Products Company
- Dorr-Oliver
- Fidelity Investment
- Guide Dogs for the Blind
- Haven Capital Management
- IBM
- ICOS Corporation
- Ingersoll-Rand
- J. P. Morgan
- Kal Kan Pet Care
- Morgan Guaranty Trust
- Pfizer
- Philip Morris
- SmithKline Beecham
- Synbiotics Corporation
- Time, Inc.
- Xerox Corporation

IN MEMORIAM
- Marie F. Bachmann Allgood
- Stella Basking
- Dottie Breyer
- Kay Canham
- Lillian T. Clark
- Melvin M. Dichter
- Robert Della Torre
- Martin Guaranty Trust
- Pfizer
- Philip Morris
- SmithKline Beecham
- Synbiotics Corporation
- Time, Inc.
- Xerox Corporation

- T. Sivley Charitable Lead Trust
- Eugene V. & Clare E. Thaw Charitable Trust
- Van Sloun Foundation
- Wilpon Family Foundation
- Woodstock Foundation
Office of the Director
James A. Baker Institute
for Animal Health
College of Veterinary Medicine
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14853

☐ I enclose my check for $__________, payable to the Baker Institute.

☐ Send me periodic reports on the progress of Baker Institute research. I am especially interested in information on:

☐ canine parvovirus
☐ canine Lyme disease
☐ canine brucellosis
☐ progressive retinal atrophy
☐ hip dysplasia and osteoarthritis
☐ other________________________________

☐ Send me information on how I can help animal health research and the Baker Institute in my will.

________________________________________

Contributions are tax deductible.
IN THE YEAR 2000,
the James A. Baker Institute for
Animal Health will celebrate the
50th anniversary of its founding.
We invite you to join us in:

THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

Our vision is to serve the animals
that so faithfully serve mankind.

Our mission is to improve
animal health through basic
and applied research.

Our goal is to be the leading
academic institution in animal
health research worldwide.

Thank you for helping us
achieve this goal.